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PREFACE

This Is an interim report on the analysis of watchstander
activitios at the Now Orleans Vessel Traffic Service. The studyj
was performed by the Human Factors Branch of the Department of

Transportation, Transportation 8-,toms Center (TSC), under the

sponsorship of the US Coast Guard, Office of Research and Develop-Fment. Further analysis of the Now Orleans data is planned, with
particular omphasis on developing a model of watchstander actilvi-
ties. This report, however, Is descriptive of activities at Now
Orleans VTS and stands alone as ain analysis of operations.

The authors wish to express their sincere appreciation to

* .LCPR C.T. Johnson and LT P.R. Corpuz of the Office of Research and
levelopment and to CDR B.8, Joyce and all the personnel of the

New Orleans VTS for their support and encouragement in every phase
of this study. We gratefully acknowledge the guidance and contri-

butions to the report provided by Dr. H.P. Bishop, Program Nanager
and Chief, Human Factors Branch (DTS-532) at TSC. Appreciation

'till"and recognition is also offered to R,A, Rudich and KJ, Kearns of
TSC, for their expert assistance in the tedious task of reducing

and analyzing the data,

Since the data were collected for this study, many of the

suggestions and recommendations contained herein have been imple-

mented by the commander at the Now Orleans VTS, although, not

necessarily' aq a result of this study.

one significant change was the placement of Coast Guard

personnol at strategic points along the river to report traffic

conditions back to the center via radio and telephone.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In this, the third study in a program of Vessl Traffic Ser-
vice (VTS) watchstander evaluations, a team of human factors

specialists from the Department of Transportation, Transportation

Systems Center (TSC) visited the New Orleans VTS (NOLA VTS) from

April 10 through April 14, 1978 and collected data on operations

at the Center. The data were taken back to TSC and analyzed for

information which would provide a comprehensive description of

watchstander activities and workload. The following data were

obtained:

- Copies of VTS forms and logs,

- Detailed records of watchstander activities for a total

of 13 hours of observation,

- Records of 10 in-depth interviews with VTS personnel,

- Stress questionnaires administered to 11 watchatanders

(plus information obtained from stress questionnaires from

12 watchstanders obtained in October 1977)

Critical incident interviews with 11 watchstanders,

- Photographs of equipment and workspace layout.
The Now Orleans VTS area is divided into four sectors (three

fully and one partially operational)o each served by a sector
watchstander at separate watch stations in the center. The watch

team is supervised by a watch officer and a watch supervisor.

Each watch station has a radio console for VHF-FM communications

with masters and pilots of participating vessels. A CRT display

and computer terminal at each station provides a dynamic display

showing each known vessel's location and direction of travel, as

determined by an automatic, dead-reckoning computer update, and a

method for listing data on the status of traffic in the system.

Information on vessel traffic comes into the center by vessels

communicating over the radio; there is no direct traffic surveil-

lance either by radar or television.

Each watchstander monitors his display, his assigned VTS

radio channel, and channels 13 and 16; periodically communicating

1
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with the vessels In the system, requesting information and giving

advisories.

At the time of this study, there was an average peak traffic
load of 100 vessels underway at any time (during daylight hours),
with a maximum of 75 percent participation. Combing the three

operational sectors, there was a mean of 42 communications per
hour accounting for 39 minutes of total watchstandor time. This
averages out to about 13 minutes per sector watchatander. The
total number of computer displays called up on the CRT was 175 per
hour (taking 26 minutes per hour), or about 58 per watchstander.
When all of tho activities of watchatanders are combined, the
following average time per activity allocations are derived:

ACTIVITY AMOUNT OF DUTY TIMB

Communications 22%
Tracking/Computer Activity 34%
Monitoring, Radio/Computer 30%

Job-Related Conversation 7%

Non-Job-Related Activity 7%

TOTAL 100

The major findings of the personnel interviews reflected

watchstander concern with the following problems:

. Poor participation by mariners,

. Lack of positive surveillance,

- Communications problems,

The results of the stress questionnaires indicated appreciable

stress levels in most of the watchstanders which were largely
attributed to lack of confidence in advisories (due to incomplete

or erroneous input from users), lack of surveillance, problems
with communications, and, perhaps, work schedules,

The recommendations of this study are as follows:

a. Give highest priority to the acquisition of surveillance
aids,

b. Redesignate sector boundaries to better conform to
transmitter capabilities,

2



II
c. Reassign communications channels to sectors or locks to

reduce interference between VTS and lock radio transac-

tions,

d. Provide for longer vessel identification word in

computer,

e. Provide a capability for displaying two lists simulta-

neously in the status tabular area of the CRT,

f. In training, stress the symbolic nature of the radar-

simulated display,
Comments are made, in the report, concerning the drawbacks

of a strictly voluntary system at New Orleans but, at this time,'Ino recommendation concerning NOLA VTS becoming a mandatory system
appears warranted.

3
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1, INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

In order to reduce the probability of vessel collisions and

groundings in crowded waterways, and to keep individual vessels

apprised of the total traffic situation, the U.S. Coast Guard is

operating several vessel traffic services (VTS's). To profit from

the experience gained In operating those VTS's, both to improve

present services and plan future services, the Coast Guard's

Office of Research and Development has undertaken a broad program

of analysis of VTS operations.

Hutiman performance is basic to the operation of a VTS. The
principal product of a VTS is a traffic advisory communicated by

a VTS watchatander to a vessel master or pilot via VIF radio. The

value of the advisory is dependent on the skills of the various

watchstanders in acquiring and monitoring traffic data, in inte-

grating the data into a coherent picture of present nnd anticipa-

ted traffic, and in composing and delivering a clear, concise, and

accurate traffic advisory. Therefore, the Coast Guard has recog-

nlized that any model of VTS operations and prodtuctivity must in-

clude the influence of watchstandor performance on system perfor-

mance. The Coast Guard's Office of Research and Development has

commissioned the Human Factors Branch of the Department of Trans-
portation's Transportation Systems Center (TSC) to obtain and

analyze data on watchatander performance and to integrate the

results into models of watchstander activity and productivity.

1.2 SCOPH

Por its first year's work on this study of VTS watchstanders,

TSC has undertaken the collection and analysis of data on watch-

stander activities in routine operations in four operating VTS's:

Houston-Galveston, Puget Sound, New Orleans, and San Francisco.

This report presents the Initial results of the analysis of the

third VTS New Orleans.

4
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2. DESCRIPTION OF NEW ORLEANS VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICE

2.1 PURPOSE OF VTS'S

The Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 authorizes the

collisions and groundings and to protect the navigable waters of

the VTS area from environmental harm resulting from collisions

and groundings."* Vessel traffic services meet this objective by

... advising the masters of vessels with sufficient information to

*!. avoid the dangerous situations--before they occur."**

2.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW ORLEANS VTS

The New Orleans, LA, Vessel Traffic Service (NOLA VTS) pro-

vides a continuous service to vessel traffic on the Mississippi

River from the Gulf of Mexico to the port of Baton Rouge, some

26S miles with additional side channels.*** At the time of the

TSC observations the system was carrying an average of 380 vessels

at any one time, only about 30. of which were underway. However,

only partial service for the upper 84 miles of the system was

being provided at the time of this study.

"There are approximately 270,000 vessel transits annually
in the New Orleans area, about 1/3 of which are tank ships
and tank barges. About 140 million tons of petroleum,
chemical, and petrochemical products are handled yearly.
The Coast Guard has designated 22 area terminals as facil-
ities of particular hazard...Thus, we have numerous poten-
tially dangerous cargos transiting a confined waterway
which borders on many vulnerable facilities and is close
to a major population center."t

-Code at Federal Regulations, 33CFR161.01 , 1977
**New Orleans VTS Watchstanders Manual August 1977.

***Unless otherwlse speci~ife,-the descriptive material in this
report comes from the following sources:

NOLA VTS Watchstanders Manual , August 1977.
NOLA VTS OneratiAp Manual, september 1977
Operating Instruction Manual for the NOLA VTS,

October 1977.
Working documents provided by the NOLA VTS.

tFederal Register, 41, 118, p. 24605, June 17, 1976.

. ..... , ,,,, , -; h ,.. : o }S



The NOLA VTS recognizes nearly 200 destination points within

its area, In addition to the Mississippi River, the system covers

3outhwest Pass (21.8 miles), South Pass (15.5 miles), and a com-

bination of the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet, the Intracoastal
Waterway, and the Inner Harbor Canal (77.8 miles). For operational

purposes, the VTS area has been divided into four sectors, Figure
2-1 shows the VTS area with the sector boundaries. Figure 2-2

schematically portrays the various waterway segments, giving their

boundaries in terms of standard mile markers,

A VIIF-FM radio system permits the NOLA VTS to communicate
directly with vessels in its area, There are 5 transceiver sites

(shown in Pigure 2-1). Two radio frequencies (Channels 11 and 12)
have been reserved exclusively for VTS use, Channel 14 to used by

the VTS and by various locks and bridges on the river.

2. 3 FUNCTIONS

The NOLA VTS is a voluntary system, based on a vessel move-

ment reporting system (VMRS), in which participating vessels
report by radio to the VTS at specified locations, giving their
positions and intentions, and the VTS responds with an advisory
on encounters and conditions that the vessel may expect. The

principal functions performed within the VTS are monitoring and

advising.

2.3.1 Ve2sejl e0ortnl

A vessel participati ng in the NOLA V'rS is expected to main-
tnin a listening watch on the assigned V'rS channel and to make a

series of reports to the V!' via V1I1I:4M radio. An initial report
is made at least 15 minutes before a vessel enters the system,
providing the vessel's name, destination, route, schedule, and

additional descriptive data on the vessel and its cargo. Movement

reports are made when the vessel enters the system and at spoci.
fled reporting points along the route. Hach movement report in-
cludes vessel name, position, time of entry or passing reporting
point, and either speed or estimated time of arrival (IITA) at the

ii6
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next reporting point. There are 52 reporting points, including

the sector boundaries. A final report, giving vessel name, loca-

tion, and time, is made whenever a vessel departs from or moors

within the VTS area.

Although participation is voluntary, all vessels subject to

the Bridge-to-Bridge Radiotelephone Act, (e.g., ferries, passenger

vessels, towboats, tugboats and many other vessels) are encouraged

to participate.

2,3.2 Monitoring

The information received by the VTS from vessel reports is

manually entered into a computer which integrates the data into a

model of the traffic situation. BEvery 30 seconds, the computer

uses the latest data to update (by dead reckoning) the position

of every v,4 e t underway in the system. Whenever new information

on a vessel 14 entered into the computer, a revised position is

calculated automatically. The computed model of the traffic situ-

ation is presented to watchstanders at the VTC on cathode ray

tube (CRT) displays. Each CRT display shows a map of one of the

system sectors with symbolic representations of vessels in their

latest estimated positions. The watchstander may also select

tabular lists of supplementary data for display on the CRT.

Details of the information available to the watchstander are given
in Section 2.6.2.

Each sector watchatander continuously monitors the situation

display for his sector, calling up supplementary information by
keyboard actions. Whenever information is received from the VMRS,

the watchstander keys the data into the computer. The sector

watchatander is responsible for anticipating the development of

potentially hazardous situations and taking appropriate actions to

avoid incidents, if possible, and to resolve incidents that do

occur.

&MA



2.3.3 Advlsina

Whenever a vessel reports to the VTS, or whenever VTS person-
nel Judge it desirable to contact the vessel, the sector watch-

stander provides the vessel with a traffic advisory. Basically,
the advisory tells the vessel what encounters (meetings, passings,
crossings, etc.) to expect up to the next reporting point. Infor-
mation on aids to navigation and other factors that can affect a

transit is also provided. In emergencies, cautions and directions
may be issued, but under normal circumstances, a watchstander will

not make a "recommendation," nor attempt to "control" vessel move-
ments.

2.3.4 Ad4itional VTS Punctions

Because of its communications facilities, the NOLA VTS will
relay messages between Coast Guard units and between vessels and
on-shore company installations when it does not interfere with
the basic functions.

To be able to perform the VTS functions, watchstanders also
perform such support functions as training and the preparation
and dissemination of records, reports, and messages,

2.4 STAFFING AND SCHEDULING

2.4,1 General Staffing

At the time of this study the NOLA VTS had an allowance otf 4S
personnel, 33 of whom were divided among four watch sections as
shown in Table 2-1. Each section included one watch officer, one

watch supervisor, at least six sector watchstanders qualified on
all sectors, and one trainee when assigned.

2,4.2 Selection

Pull Lieutenants, with seagoing experience as operations

officer on a high-or medium-endurance cutter, or as Commanding
Officer of a patrol boat, are selected as watch officers. Anyone

with an average or above average proficiency rating and due for a

! ! II I I I I I I 10



TABLE 2-1. NOLA VTS OPERATIONAL COMPLEMENT

CDR Commanding Officer

LCDR Executive Officer

. Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4

LT 1 1 1 1

RDC 1 1 1 1

QNIC 1 1 1 1

RD2 1 2 1 3

QM2 1 1 3 2

RD3 3 1 1

QM3 1 1
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shore assignment may be selected for a VTS watchstander assignment,
Special consideration is given to those who volunteer for the

assignment, In general, VTS watchatander assignments have been

made from Radarman (RD) and Quartermaster (QM) ratings. A normal

tour of duty is three years.

2.4.3 TraLing.

Training is primarily on-the-job (OJT). Briefings and orien-
tation trips are arranged, but there is no formal schedule of
classes. This center has employed a former pilot who, as part of

his duties, acts as an in-training advisor, lie lectures on the
commercial activities along the river, techniques of piloting,
rules of the road, and arranges some of the orientation trips.

However, he does not function as an "instructor" in the usual

sense. Every traino must complete six periods of training, de-

signed to be accomplished in six months; however, each trainee

proceeds at his own pace, some finishing earlier, occasionally
someone failing to qualify at all. Generally, it takes up to six

months for a watchstander to become fully proficient.

The first period of the training course usually involves ini-

tial indoctrination during the normal working hours, This period

lasts for approximately one week. Trainees must become familiar
with the Organization/Regulation Manual; read the Notices and

Instructions; learn operations, chain of command, and the watch-
schedule; attend a lecture on VTS history, mission, and area of
responsibility; tour the facility; and understand equipment opera-
tion, Periods 2 through 5 involve familiarization with each sec-
tor. Bach of these four periods consists of six watches at a

sector followed by a vessel ride on that sector, Trainees rotate

through all four sectors, Bach of these four periods lasts

approximately two weeks. Trainees are to learn all communications

and computer console controls, all computer keyboard functions,
and the purposes for guarding each of the 1M channels available.

Trainees are to become familiar with navigation and radio communi-
cations procedures and memorize the geography of each sector in-
cluding abbreviations and mile marks. At the end of these four

12



periods, trainees take a written examination covering this

material. Period 6 is the final qualification, The trainee must

V demonstrate proficiency as a watchatander on all four sectors to

the satisfaction of the Executive Officer or the watch officer.

2.4.4 Work Schedule

There is a regular rotation of four watch sections through

watch shifts and days off. Watch shifts are 12 hours long. The
day shift starts at 0700 and finishes at 1900 followed by the

night shift from 1900 to 0700. Watchstanders must report to the

center one-half hour prior to the beginning of their shift to

become familiar with the traffic situation,

Watchstanders work the day shift for three days, then have

96 hours off. They then work the night shift for three nights,

then have 72 hours off. The standard watch schedule is presented

in Table 2-2.

I Typically, during a watch shift the watchstanders operate one
sector position, with a relief break approximately every 2 hours

at the watch supervisor's discretion.

2,5 OPERATING POSITIONS

The NOLA VTS provides its services by assigning various acti-

vities to the following operating (or duty) positions: watch

officer, watch supervisor, sector watchstander and external com-

municator, A basic watch section comprises one watch officer, one

qatch supervisor, and six sector watchstanders, Four sector posi-

tions are continually manned, while the other two watchstanders

are either on break or performing external communicator duty. As

a rule, a watchstander does not man a sector position for more

than two hours without a break. One or more trainees may also be

assigned to each watch section.

2.5.1 Watch Officer

This position is always manned by a commissioned officer who

serves as the direct representative of the Commanding Officer.

13
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TABLE 2-2. TYPICAL WATCH SCHEDULE

Weki Im T WT F S
00-1900 1 1133 2

1900-0700 2 2 2 4 4 4 1

off 3 3 3 '

off 4 4 4 2 2 2 4

WekI
0700-1900 2 2 4 4 4 1 1

1900-0700 1 1 3 3 3 2 2

off 3 3 1 1 1 3 3

off 4 4 2 2 2 4 4
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The watch officer is in overall charge of the watch and is respon-

sible for the conduct of the watch and the completion of its mis-

sion, He conducts general supervision of all activities and mayf ~intervene at any position to resolve difficulties.

2.5.2 Watch Supervisor

This position is always manned by a Cbief Petty Officer (CPOP).

Y" The watch supervisor monitors the activities of the watch and pro-

vides guidance and assistance to watchstanders as needed. He may

provide relief of sector watchstanders during watch rotation,

meals and the like. Watch rotation is generally conducted at the

watch supervisor's discretion.

2.5.3 Sector Watchstander

Each sector watchstander mans a sector position. He receives

communications from all participating vessels in his sector and

issues traffic advisories as required from his communications

console. No continually monitors the traffic situation as re-

vealed to him by the VMRS, by his computer-generated situation
4'. display and associated data lists, by messages overheard on the

bridge-to-bridge radio frequency (Channel 13) which he monitors,

and by any other available source (such as looking out the window

directly at traffic on the river). He enters information into the

computer as obtained from a vessel's initial, position and final

reports, using the keyboard on his display console. He also uses

Ahe keyboard to call up display lists as needed to prepare advi-

sories or to increase his knowledge of the details of sector traf-

fic. Where available, he may operate, or supervise operation of,

traffic control lights.

The sector watchstander anticipates developing traffic prob-

lems and advises masters and pilots in time for them to initiate

corrective action. In emergencies and with the approval of the

watch officer, he may issue directions such as not to enter certain

WIEnlstedpay grade, E-7, E-8, or E-9.
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areas, not to overtake certain traffic, not to exceed a certain

speed, and the like. (These same actions may be initiated under
direction of the Captain of the Port). When the situation permits

or requires it, he assists other agencies by relaying messages
via his communications equipment,

2.5.4 External ommuniater

The external communicator duties include guarding the tele-
type circuit, the telephone system, and Channels 13 and 16. These
duties involve handling routine enquiries from other agencies, in-
cluding the general public, and relaying messages. At the time of
the TSC observations, the duties of external communicator were
shared by the watch orficor, the watch supervisor and any watch-
standers on rest breaks, rather than being assigned specifically

to one watchstander,

2.6 EQUIPMUNT AND WORKSPACE

2.6.1 VHFoFM Radio and Communications

The NOLA VTS has a VHF-FM communications system that allows

the center to communicate with all vessels within the VTS area of
responsibility. This system consists of S remote transceiver
sites and a microwave relay station. (Locations of the transceiver
sites are shown in Figure 2-1.) Three frequencies have been re-
served for VTS use and are assigned as follows:

Sector I Channel 12 (156.600 MHz)

Sector II Channel 11 (156.550 MHz)
Sector III Channel 14 (156.700 MHz)
Sector IV Channel 11 (156,550 MHz).

(Channel 14 is shared with the locks.)

Additional frequencies that may be selected as required include
Channel 13 (bridge-to-bridge communications), Channel 16 (maritime

emergency channel) and Channel 6,

Communications Consoles. Each of the seven operating posi-

tions (5 sector watchstander positions, supervisor, and external

16
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communicator) has a communications console. All consoles have

most features in common. These features Include controls (push-

buttons or knobs) for:

Selection of channels to be heard on headsets
Selection of channels to be heard on console speakers

Selection and operation of VTC intercom

Selection and operation of assigned transceviers

Operation of tape recorders to replay the last recorded

m ssaget

(Pigure 2-3 shows a typical sector watchotander's communica-

tions console,)

4 Three of the sector watchstander consoles and the supervisor's
console have controls for operating and monitoring three sets of
traffic control lights. The supervisor and the external communi-

cater both have a weather monitor panel with a speaker and con-
trois for monitoring broadcasts from the local National Weather

Service, and both positions have a 29-line telephone call director,
The external communicator has on automatic telephone answering
unit which can automatically answer incoming calls with a pre-

recorded message.

The supervisor alone has a special console through which
assignment of transcelver sites Is made for the consoles at the
other positions. Therefore, at any position, channels can be
selected for monitoring and transmitting, but only the supervisor
can determine which transceiver site will he used. This console
also has a fault sensing panel for monitoring the status of the

microwave, power and telemetry systems,

Other Eauipment, There are two teletype printers located in

the external communications room, one to provide hard copy of com-
puter lists selected at the display consoles, the other for com-
munication with agencies outside the VT,. The equipment room
contains the VTS audio logging recorder, a 28-channel tape re-
corder that continuous ly monitors and records on 24-hour tapes all
VII communications within the V'rs area, selected telephone corn-
minications with the VTC', and the time (24-hotr clock).

17
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2.6.2 Mi21ay Console

Console. The NOLA VTS has a computer that accepts, inte-

grates, stores, and displays vessel traffic information. Using

a vessel's location, destination, and speed of advance (SOA), it

dead-reckons every underway vessel's position and updates this

information in the displays every 30 seconds, The VTS personnel

interact with the computer through input-output terminals (the

display consoles), one of which is shown In Figure 2-4,

There are eight display consoles in the VTC, one at each sec-V tor watchstander position, one in the external communications
room, and two at the supervisor's position. One of the super-
visor's display consoles Is a slave unit, which will repeat any

display showing on a selected sector watchstander's display but
which cannot be used to exercise any control. Otherwise all eight

display consoles are identical,

lach display console contains a 22-inch CRT for the presen-

tation of alphanumeric and geographic data to the operator. The

C(T periphery is encircled by t compass rose. Operator controls
are located on the four panels that surround the CRT. These

panels are hack lit to provide illumination in a darkened environ-

ment, Separate controls are provided for independent adjustment
of the illumination of the compass rose and the other front panel

lights.

The operator controls include such capabilities as adjust-

,uonts of power, intensity, focus, scale, centering, expansion,
evader length, and character stze. There are also inhibit

switches which can be used to delete such groups of data as vessels

uphound, downbound, awaiting entry, anchored, or crossing; vessel

designators; geographic symbology; leader lines; vessel position

symbols; and tabular data.

Keyboard. A keyboard for data entry and display selection is
attached to each console (except the supervisor's stave unit),
The 64 back lit keys are arranged In a matrix that includes:

26 alphabetic letters in standard typewriter ("QWnRTY")
arrangement

I i
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10 numerics in standard telephone keypack arrangement,

13 function keys (such as "Vessel Status", "Traffic Summary",

etc.)
7 miscellaneous keys (such as "Enter", "Print", etc,)

8 unassignad keys

Figure 2-5 shows a keyboard,

Position Entry Module (PEM). The PEM is a small joystick

control that positions a cursor symbol on the CRT display, The

unit also has an "Enter PEI" pushbutton to enter a PEM-indicated
position into the computer. The PUN unit is attached to the

keyboard (see Figure 2-5),

Displays. Alphanumeric and symbolic information Is genera-

ted at selected locations on the CRT with a 30-iz refresh rate,

As a background for this information, a video mapping unit gener-

aeo a map by a radial sweep of 3 seconds per cycle, An indivi-

dual map may be selocted for each sector, presenting a stylized
view of the basic geographic data, such as the waterway, land-

marks, bridges, and navigational aids. The map may be offset or

expanded using the console switches, The individual map formats

are shown in Appendix A.

lynamic Display. The dynamic display shows the positions of
vessels in the waterway, using a symbol for the vessel coded to

indicate mode of operation and direction of movement, A leader

line connects each position symbol with a 4-character data tag.

The first three characters In the data tag constitute a vessel
designator, consisting of one numeral and two letters randomly

assigned by the computer. The fourth character is a letter code

for type of vessel. All elements of the dynamic display are off-

sot or expanded with the map. In addition, the size of characters

and the length and direction of leader lines can he independently

controlled. Figure 2-6 shows the basic symbols used in the dyna-

mic display,

.lHvery 30 seconds, the computer dead-reckon.t the position of

every moving vessel in the system and updates Its position an the

dynamic display, advancing the leader and data tag with the vessel

21
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symbol. Whenever a displayed symbol reaches a specified reporting
point, the symbol is advanced no further and the symbol, leader,

and data tag commence flashing on and off. Flashing continues

until the operator takes some appropriate action to cause track-
ing to resume. When a symbol has been flashing for ten minutes
(the flashing period is selectable anywhere from 2 to 10 minutes),
the words "HOLD ALERT" appear on the CRT and also flash until

action is taken.

System Tabular Area. At any location designated by the

operator, the following system tabular information is continuously

displayed: time (to nearest minute), date, sector being displayed,

and the number of seconds (1-30) since the last position update.
This area is also used for the "HOLD ALERT" message, and a precau-

tionary area alert message (flashing "PA ALERT") used when certain

unacknowledged alarm conditions are present.

Status Tabular Area. For any location designated by the

operator, any one of several data lists may be called up by appro-

priate keyboard action. These lists constitute one means whereby

the operator communicates with the VTS system, Data entry is

effected by filling in blanks in the new vessel status lists via

keyboard action. Other lists simply present system status infor-

mation on request. The lists are:

New Vessel Status
Vessel Status

Critical Traffic
Vessels Anchored

Vessels Docked
Vessels Underway

Awaiting Entry-Reentry

Operator Information
Precautionary Areas Definition

Precautionary Area Alert.

An example of each of these lists is given in Appendix A.
Figure 2-7 shows a typical CRT display, including map, dynamic

data, system tabular data, and a system status list.
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Console Operation. Data entry is effected primarily by

appropriate keyboard actions, principally through the use of one

of the following function keys and the appropriato alphanumeric

keys:

o New Vessel

o Vessel Status

o Track Continue
o Track Correct

o Track Terminate.

There are additional functions mainly used by the supervisor

to set up operating positions and operating information.

The new vessel and vessel status function keys call up the

related status tabular lists, A cursor marker can be keyed to any

space on the list and desired data can then be keyed in, Actua-

tion of any of the other function keys will call up a prompter

list in the status tabular area which will guide the operator in

making the necessary entries. Position information may often be

entered using the PEM. As entries are keyed, they appear on the,

display for preview but enter the computer for processing only

when the "ENTER" key is pressed,

Whenever the "PRINT" key is pressed, the status tabular data

currently on display will be printed on the teletype in the exter-

nal communications room. A buffer memory permits entry of print

requests at a much greater rate than the printer's response.

To assure detection and correction of erroneous entries, the

computer checks each "ENTER" action against such criteria as wrong

sequence of keys, numerical values outside acceptable ranges,

missing data, and the like. When an error is detected, an error

symbol is displayed at the appropriate location, and an explana-

tion is given in the lower portion of the status tabular area

under the heading "VALUE WRONG," "VALUE MISSING", or "CONFLICT."

If no errors are detected, the message "ACCEPTED" is displayed,

and the entrv. is processed.
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2.6.3 Supervisor's Lauipment

At the supervisor's position there is a fully operational

display console, a communications console, a supplementary com-

munciations console for assigning transceiver sites to the sector

positions, and a slave display console that can be set to repeat

everything displayed at any one of the sector position display

consoles, The position also includes a small desk for the watch

officer.

2.6.4 Workupace Layout

The operations room at the NOLA Vrc is approximately 20 by 60

feet. It can be illuminated by fluorescent ceiling lights, but is

generally kept at a low level of illumination by the use of a

dimmed overhead spotlight at each operating position, to minimize

interference with the CRT displays. Windows overlook the main

waterway at the western side of its Junction with the Inner Harbor

Navigation Canal (in Sector II). The windows are covered with

heavy drapes in the daytime; however, the Sector II watchstander

will sometimes observe traffic from the window, since this consti-

tutes the only available direct checkon the accuracy of the com-

puted traffic situation. The room is air conditioned and has

sound-absorbent panels in the ceiling.

About two-thirds of the operations room is occupied by the

sector positions, each position having a display console and a

-ommunications console. Figure 2-8 shows the arrangement of equip..

ment and workspace, Figure 2-9 shows a general view of the sector

positions area, and Figure 2-10 shows one of the sector positions.

At the time of the TSC observations, Positions 2, 3 and 4 were

assigned to Sectors I, II and III, respectively, Position S was

assigned to Sector IV for monitoring only, and Position 1, some-

times used for separate operation of Sector IA, was unmanned.

The remaining third of the operations room is occupied by the

supervisor's position and an entrance ramp, ns shown in Figures

2-8 and 2-11,
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Adjacent to the operations room are the external communica-

tions room (with a display console, two communications consoles,
and teletypes), and the electrical equipment room (containing the

supporting computer and communications equipment),

2.7 EVENTS IN A ROUTINE TRANSIT

This study is limited to routine VTS operations. Below is
described, briefly, the sequence of events as a vessel makes a
normal transit within or through the NOLA VTS area, In operation,
procedures are regularly adapted to circumstances, and many varia-
tions on the described routine may occur. Pigure 2-12 shows. the

sequence of principal events.

2.7.1 Entry
Initial Revort, At least 15 minutes before entering the sys-

tem (from outside the VTS area or from a dock or anchorage within
the area) a participating vessel reports its intention& to the VTS
sector watchstander, generally via the assigned VHF radio channel.
An initial report contains some or all of the following informs
tion:

Name of vessel
Type of vessel

Present position of vessel
Destination and route
General nature of cargo carried
Cargo of particular hazard
ITA at point of entry, or time of departure

from point within VTS area

Maximum length (including tows)
Maximum beam (including tows)
Configuration of tows
Special handling requirements,

The watchstander makes written notes while receiving this
information, then acknowledges the reception, lie then calls up
the new vessel display and uses the keyboard to enter the data
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into computer storage. A few watchstanders can type the informa-

tion directly into the system while receiving it.

Entry Report, When the vessel enters or gets underway within

the VTS area, it reports the following information:

Name of vessel

Position

Time of entry

Next reporting point and ETA (or speed).

The watchstander calls up the vessel status display and uses

the keyboard to enter the data. Completion of this entry starts

a tracking routine by which the computer calculates the position
of the vessel by dead rvi:koning every 30 seconds. Location of the

vessel is automatically updated on the dynamic display and all

appropriate listings,

Non-Particigating Vessels. Participation in the vessel move-
ment reporting system is voluntary, and there are always numerous

non-participants in the system. By maintaining a continuous

listening watch on Channel 13 and through reports from other ves-
sels, the watchstander becomes aware of non-participants. When a

non-participant is thus detected, the watchstander enters all

available information on the vessel and initiates a track, By
adding a letter "X" to the vessel designator and appropriate re-

marks in the vessel status list, the watchstander can readily

distinguish between participating and non-participating vessels.

2,7.2 Transit

Routine Position MonjItorL' g iand ptipiting, The watchstander

maintains a mental picture of traffic in his sector by monitoring

the dynamic display, communications on the assigned sector channel

and Channel 13, and any supplementary computer displays he may

elect to call up. The principal decisions and actions of the

watchatander in performing this function are shown in Figure 2-13.

Position Report. At designated reporting points, the vessel
is required to report to the VTS the following information:
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Name of vessel

Position

Time of passing reporting point

Next reporting point and ETA (or speed).

Example: "New Orleans Traffic, ROBERT L., abeam Empire Locks

at 1S30, estimating Getty Oil, 1650, OVER."

The watchstander checks this information against the dynamic

display and supplementary listings (if needed). If the new data

and the displays agree, he will execute a track continue action

with the appropriate function key, and the computer will continue

tracking. If there is disagreement among the data, the watch-

stander will determine the most probable true location, usIng all
relevant available data. lie may correct the track either by

moving the vessel symbol to the new location via a track correc-

tion action, or he may call up the vessel status display and enter

the corrected data via the alphanumeric keyboard. In either case,

the computer will automatically make all necessary corrections in

all displays and continue tracking, These actions generally re-

quire only a few seconds to accomplish.

Traffic Adyisory. As soon as the vessel's position is checked

and (if necessary) corrected, the watchstander will call up a

traffic summary display for the vessel, and using that, plus any

other relevant data available, he will give the vessel a traffic

advisory. This report tells the vessel the type and location of

all traffic he may expect to encounter up to the next reporting

point. The advisory will also include special conditions on the

river, problems with aide to navigation, and any other information

the watchatander considers desirable. Example: "ARGO, Traffic,

my computer indicates tanker PETROL NAVIGATOR, NOBR 36, upbound

at port ship service and towboat VIKING with six barges on the

head downbound near Pilotown Dikes. An unlighted barge has been

reported adrift in the vicinity of Shingle Point, OVER."

The VTC does not normally exercise "control" over vessels.

However, the watch officer is authorized to take whatever action
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is necessary to prevent any maritime mishap. Occasionally, the

watch officer or the watchstander may operate traffic control
lights.

Hold Function. When the computer has tracked a vessel to its
next reporting point, the vessel is "held" in the system (no
further advance), and its symbol on the dynamic display is caused

9 to flash until the watchstander takes appropriate action, If a

vessel has been held for 10 minutes, the flashing words "HOLD
ALERT" appear on the display until the watchstander causes track-
ing to resume or to be terminated,

Monitorin"Non-Particiating Vessels. Non-participating ves-

nels do not report to the VTS, and generally the watchstander
simply monitors their progress without communicating with them
(no traffic advisories). Whenever the watchstander feels that he

doesn't know enough about a non-participator to justify tracking,
he will drop the track with a track terminate action. The prin-

cipal decisions and actions associated with a non-participating
vessel are shown in Pigure 2-14,

Other Communications, In addition to the routines described,
the watchstander and the vessel may exchange information at any

time that either may desire throughout the transit.

Sector Handoffs. During many transits, a vessel may pass

from one sector to another. Since each sector boundary is also a
.oporting point, the vessel will make a position report at the
ooundary. The first sector watchstander will respond to the call

by advising the vessel of the next sector's assigned radio fre-
quency and requesting the vessel to contact the next sector watch-
stander. The routine reporting and advisory procedure then
follows.

2.7.3 Exit

When a vessel departs from the VTS area or moors within it,

the VTS is given a final report containing the following informs-
tion:
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Name of vessel
Time of departure or mooring
Place of departure or mooring.

Example., "New Orleans Traffic, FRANZ JOSEPH$ moored Bienville
St. 1340, Final Report, OVER." "FRANZ JOSEPH, Now Orleans Traf-
fic, Roger, OUT."

* The watchotander then uses the koyboard to execute a track
j terminate action, including entering one of the following ter-

mination modes: anchored, docked, in lock, or departed. The
computer then automatically drops the track and adds the vessel
to the appropriate location listing (if required), or causes the
updated vessel status entry to be recorded on magnetic tape,
printed on-the teletype, and removed from the system.

..................



3. METHOD

3.1 SCOPE

The data collected during VTS operations at NOLA VTS included:

frequency and duration of watchstander activities, recordings of

radio communications with vessels, individually administered in-

terviews and atreas questionnaires, photographic recordings of

center activities, and center records covering the data-collecting

periods.

Watchstander activities were observed in order to determine

how often and for how long watchstanders perform their various

tasks. The sample periods included 13 hours of watchatander

observations distributed over the daylight hours from April 10

through April 14, 1978. This sampling entailed 4 hours at each

of the three fully operational sectors and one at the fourth

sector in which the watchatanders job was mainly one of passive

monitoring of vessel traffic. Nine individual watchstanders from

two watch crews were observed, covering both morning and afternoon

time periods. The exact sampling schedule is presented in Table

3-1, Interviews and stress information were acquired over the

same 5 days.

3.2 PROCEDURES

3.2,1 Traffic Data

Information on vessol traffic in the system during periods of

data collection was obtained from VTC records and from computer

printouts. These printouts included a complete listing of vessels

anchored, docked, and awaiting entry in the sector, obtained just

before each hour of data recording; listings of vessels underway

in the sector, taken at the beginning and at the end of each re-

cording hour and at ten-minute intervals during the hour; and

selected critical traffic listings, made at the option of one of

the observers,
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TABLE 3-1. DATA COLLECTION SCHEDULE

Run No. Date Time Sector

3k1 4/10/78 1645-1745 111

2 4/11/78 0930-1030 111

3 4/11/78 1100-1200 111

4 4/11/78 134S-1445 11

5 4/11/78 1530-1630 111

6 4/12/78 0915-1015 11

7 4/12/78 1100-1200 1

8 4/12/78 1330-1430 1

9 4/12/78 1500-1600 11

10 4/13/78 0920-1020 I

11 4/13/78 1110-1210 1

12 4/13/78 1415-1515 I

1s 4/13/78 1700-1800 IV
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3.2.2 Watchstander Activity Data

An observer, seated behind and to one side of the watch-

stander, kept a running narrative on a cassette tape recorder of

the activities of a single watchatander at this sector station.

These activities were basically of three types: monitoring the

traffic situation, including radio and display; Interacting with

the computer; and communicating with vessels participating in the

system.

Within each of these three categories, the frequency of

specific activities was noted and, durations of the longer lasting

activities were recorded.

While one observer was obtaining activity data on the watch-

stander another was monitoring a second computer display, identi-

cal to that of the watchstander. Whenever the watchatander made

a data change in one of his displays, the second observer attemp-

ted to obtain a printout of the change, Occasionally, however,

the watchatander changed displays too quickly for the copy to be

made.

Activities of the watch officer and the watch supervisor were

observed for an hour each in order to obtain an understanding of

the tasks associated with those positions.

3.2.3 Interviews

Ten individual interviews were conducted by one interviewer.

Bach interview generally followed the same format and covered the

same topics but was open-ended. The interviewer and interviewee

were seated comfortably either in the lounge area or in the public

observation room. rhe interviewer was assured that he was not

being evaluated in any way and that he would remain anonymous.

All interviewees were asked to be completely candid, as their com-

ments would be used as additional information in the evaluation

and future improvement of the VTS system. The interviews proceeded

as a conversation, with the interviewer observing the planned

format but freely following up leads and probing interesting
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topics at his discretion. Each interview lasted approximately

one hour.

3.2.4 Stress Questionnaires

A questionnaire designed to elicit information on subjective
stress was administered to 11 watchstanders. The questionnaire
contained 30 items (20 on body sensations, 10 on mood) that could
be simply checked off by the subject. (A copy of the question-

naire appears in Appendix C.) Watchstanders recruited for the
critical incident interviews described in the next section were
asked to participate in this survey of stress levels. At the

beginning of the interview, the experimenter explained the pur-
poses of both the survey and the critical incident interviews, He

further explained that although their purposes were related,
watchstanders could participate in one and not the other, If the

watchatander agreed to participate in the stress survey, the
experimenter handed him the written instructions to read immedi-

ately, and answered any questions. The experimenter gave him a
packet of 16 copies of the questionnaire and asked that the watch-

stander complete them four times daily for four days and mail them
back to the experimenter in the envelop provided. To coordinate

the results of the questionnaire with the work schedule, watch-
* standers were instructed to begin the survey on the first day of

their next three consecutive days on duty, They wore to complete
te last four questionnaires on the first day following their

1) reak.

3.2.5 Critical Incident Interviews

A structured interview designed to gain information Identify-

ing sources of stress was conducted with 13 watchstanders. This
interview dealt with three main topics: possible changes in
equipment, layout, and procedures which could Identify, reduce or

eliminate stress; individual stress responses; and specific inci-
dents which were stressful. (A copy of the Interview form appears
in Appendix C.) Watchstanders were temporarily relieved from
duty to participate in both this interview and the survey
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described in the previous section. For those watchstanders who
agreed to participate in the critical incident interview, the
interviewer asked each question from the interview form and re-
corded the watchstanders response on the form, This interview
generally lasted about 20 minutes.
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4., RESULTS

4.1 TRAFFIC

The traffic loads for NOLA VTS over the 5 days of this study,

taken from the watch officer's log, are presented in Table 4-1.

The time of peak traffic load was not correlated with any particu-

lar time of day but varied throughout the week from late morning

(1100 hours) on April 10, to late evening (2200 hours) on April 13,

These peak loads varied from 83 to 117 vessels active in the sys-

tem at a given time. Actual participation in the VTS system was

impossible to measure precisely since NOLA VTS has no direct sur-

veillance of the river other than by physically looking out the

window to see what ships are outside the VTC. But, of the known

vessels in the system at these peak times, an average of 69

percent of them actively participated for at least part of their

transit. Records of traffic load at the end of each watch (i.e.,

0700 and 1900 hours) were also maintained by the watch supervisors.

Mean traffic load was 74 (75 percent participation) and 85 (76

percent participation) vessels at 0700 and 1900 hours, respec-

tively,

Table 4-2 summarizes the traffic data by sector for the 13

hours of observation. The fully operational sectors (Sectors I,
II, and III) had approximately the same traffic load (around 27

vessels) while Sector IV had only 10 known vessels in the
system. The resultant mean traffic load for the entire system was

97 vessels with 77 percent participation.

In the above analyses, non-participating vessels comprise

only those vessels known to be in the system, either from monitor-

ing Channel 13 or from information received from participating

vessels.

4. 2 SICrOR WATCIHSTANDER ACTIVITY

Basically, the activities of the watchstanders were identical

but there were a few operations which varied according to the
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TABLE 4-2, TRAFFIC SUMMARY FOR
OBSERVATION HOURS BY SECTOR

TOTAL
NO. OF PARTICIPATION

SECTOR RUN VESSELS (IN PERCENT)

1 7 26 96
8 23 91

11 25 92

12 2972

MEAN 26 87

2 4 31 65
6 25 64

9 25 92

10 22 72

MEAN 1 26 64

3 1 32 63
2 27 70

3 33 67

5 23 65

4 13 16 94

Mean Traffic
for entire system 97 77
over I hour.
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particular sector. Watchstanders at each sector maintained a
guard on both the single site for their assigned channel and on

Channels IA and 16. Sector I watchatanders had the added respon-

sibility to monitor and transmit over a second assigned site.

This entailed switching back and forth an Channel 12 from the site

covering the Head of Passes to the site covering the upper portion

of Sector I including the Inner Harbor Navigational Canal, (See

Sector I watchatanders were the only ones with any form of

direct traffic surveillance, When they wanted to know what the

traffic situatlon was like near the VTC they simply went to the

window and looked at the river. Sector IV, though not officially
operational, provided limited service to traffic traveling between

New Orleans and laten Rouge. Since there was little emphasis put

on the operation of this sector, not many vessels used the Sector

IV service and It was usually manned by a trainee, Therefore,

Sector IV was not included in the following analyses. In all

other respects the operation of the different sectors wais

essentially identical,

4.2.1 i omm n ict tolt

Complete evaluation of watchatander activities, as they ro-

late to communicntlonm, was difficult since a large proportion of

the Information on a vessel's status was obtained from monitoring

Channel 1.; even though virtually all of the communication inter-

actions were carried out over the assigned VT8 channel for a given

sector. 'rho majority of the following analyses are restricted to

transactions ant) communication activity on the vr-assigned

channels and are summarized In Table 4-3.

The mean number of communications for the four hours of data
at each of Sectors 1, 11, and 111 were 12,5, 14.1, and 15,,3, re-

spectivoly, Summing these means the total mean communication time

for the tully operatinnal portion of NOILA VTS wats 42 communica-

tions per hour, The amount of time dedicated to these communt cn-

tions was between It and 15 minutes in each of the three sectors.
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The only major difference between the sectors, in terms of total

communication traffic, is in the amount of extraneous, non-VTS

related transmissions, Sector I had an average of 1.1 minutes
per hour; Sector II, about 4.7 minutes per hour; and Sector III,
slightly more than 19 minutes per hour.

Traffic in Sector I is made up mostly of vessels going to

and from the Gulf of Mexico and the Inland Waterway and required

little radio interaction with the VTS or with other vessels. In

Sector 1I, there was more local traffic, hence more communication

on the radio. The major increase in radio transmission in Sector

III, however, comes from the vessels communicating with the locks
over the same channel assigned to VTS for that sector,

When channel utilization (time spent in communication divided

by total time available for communication) is evaluated from the

standpoint of total channel uisage very different results, relative

to strict VTS communication, are shown, Channel utilization func-

tions for VTS-related communications are .17, .16, and .19 for

Sectors 1, II, and III, respectively, When the total amount of

radio transactions over the assigned VTS channel are considered

(including extraneous communications) the channel utilization

values increase to .19f .23, and .51 for the three sectors. The

increase from .17 to .19 in Sector I and .16 to .23 in Sector II

reflects pilots and masters communicating among themselves, but the

major portion of the increase from .19 to ..l in Sector III can

be explained by communications between the locks and the pilots

and masters.

Another measure of communication problems is the number of

calls made by vessels and by the VTS which received no response,

In Sector 1, 20 percent of the calls made by 4 vessels were not

responded to by VTS either because the watchstander was already

engaged in conversation with another vessel or else contact could

not be established due to noise in the system or a weak receiver

on board the vessels, The non-response calls to VTS in Sectors II

and III were 3 and 13 percent, respectively.
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Non-response from the vessels, however was much greater; 56

percent for Sector I, 69 percent for Sector II, and 72 percent for

Sector III. The reasons for this high non-response rate are not

clear, but it probably reflects one or more of the following

explanations:

a) weak transceviers on board the vessel,

b) extraneous conversation on the VTS channel overriding the

attempted communication (especially in Sectors II and
III),

c) inattention to the radios by masters and pilots,

d) personal decision not to answer a call,

Whatever the reasons, this tendency not to respond to VTS

calls only adds to the frustration of the watchstander and to

those masters and pilots who are cooperating.

4.2,2 Computer Activities

Since the computer and its associated display systems are the

core of the information processing aspect of NOLA VTS it is

obvious that much of a watchstander's activities should involve

interactions with the computer. A summary of these activities

is presented In Table 4-4,

In Sector I, watchstanders called up an average of 45 dis-

plays per hour, mostly vessel status displays. Sector III was

next, with 0O per hour. Sector II watchatanders called up the

greatest number of displays, 70 per hour. Since the number of

displays called up per sector does not scem to vary with traf-

fic load it is felt that these differences are related more to

individual watchstander differences than to any real functional

differences.

The lower portion of Table 4-4 (time at displays) indicates

that watchstanders spend from 40 tb 50 percent of their time in-

teracting with the computer and its display. By combining these

duration data with the frequency data it can be seen that watch-

standers spend an average of 27 seconds on each display called up.
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Most of this time was related to operations on the vessel status

display.

When a watchstander initiated the vessel status display there
were seven major operations or changes which could be made, The

frequencies of these cl ssifled operations are presented in Table
4-5. Most of the operations on the vessel status display followed

either a communication with the vessel or occurred after hearing
pertinent information over Channel 13 and included changes to the

vessel's location (28 percent of all changes) and SQA (22 percent),
These changes usuntly were followed by alterations in the comments
written in the "special handling" and "remarks" sections of the

display (23 percent).

4.2.3 OhrActivities

As mentioned earlier, the only form of direct traffic sur-
veillance occurred when the watchstander for Sector I walked over
to and looked out the window at the river, lie did this an average ,
of four times per hour with an mean duration of slightly more than

30 seconds per trip.

Other recorded activities, presented in Table 4-6, include
the [Crequency and duration of activitios Involving a) m inftitiuing
a written list of current vessels in the sector, b) communicating

with other VTS personnel in job-related discussions, and c) non-
job-related conversations with other personnel.

Looking across sectors, the average time spent writing on the
vessel lists was a little more than 3 minutes per hour (191,25
seconds) and the time engaged in joh-related conversation averaged
4-3/4 minutes per hour. In each of these categories watchstanders
in Sector IT were the most involved and Sector I watchstanders,
the least. The overall total time spent in non-Job-related con-
versation, averaged only 25 seconds per hour with no meaningful
differences between sectors.
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4.2,4 Total Time Allocation

The prescribed tasks of watchatanders can be classified into

three major categories; communications, tracking, and monitoring.

This grouping subsumes virtually all of the activities performed

during a watch by each sector watchstander with two minor cate-

gories, job-related conversation and non-job-related activities,

accounting for the remainder. Table 4-7 contains the time allo-

cation data for each run, a summary for each sector, and a grand

mean for the system as a whole, A graphic representation of the

sector means is presented in Figure 4-1.

Communications, occupying 22 percent of watchatander time,

include all the time that a watchstander's prime concern was com-

munication with pilots and masters even though he may have been

involved in other activities simultaneously.

Tracking/computer time, 34 percent of the total available

time, included those times when a watchstander was initiating a

display, reading, editing, and entering data except when these

activities occurred during a communication, This overlap of

communications, and tracking, occurring about 9 percent of the

time, was time attributed to communications.

For 30 percent of the time, watchatanders were busy monitoring

the traffic situation in two ways: either by inspecting the dead-

reckoning display or listening for calls on their assigned VTS

channel and for relevAnt information over Channel 13. Generally,
watchstander monitoring was an extremely active and intense pro-

cess. Each watch.tander, especially in Sectors II and III, had to

maintain high vigilance on Channel 13 in order to discern infor-

mation about a vessel in their sector, Sven though monitoring

time was greater in Sector I then in Sectors II and III, this

reflects less activity in other job-related work rather than more

intense monitoring.

Job related conversations with other VTS personnel as

described earlier, accounted for seven percent of all watchstanders

activity, The remainder, seven percent, was time the watchstanders

were involved in non-job-related activities,
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4.3 ACTIVITIES OF OTHER PERSONNEL

In addition to the watchstanders at the three fully opera-

tional sector stations, and the partially operational Sector IV,

there are nominally three other stations in a full watch team;

the watch officer, watch supervisor, and external communicator.

At the time of this study, however, the external communication

position was not being manned, but his duties were performed by

various members of the rest of the team,

4.3.1 Watch Officer

The watch officer was observed for a total of about an hour,

distributed ovet several periods. Basically his duties can be

divided into three job-related categories: administration,

monitoring, and supervision,

The time spent in administrative duties (15 percent) involved

writing in his logs, answering and making calls on the telephone,

and interacting with the front office at the VTC. Monitoring (20

percent of the time) involved inspecting the traffic situation by

calling up the dynamic displays for a given sector, listening to

Channel 13, 16, and various VTS channels and reading information

received from the teletype or other printed sources, Almost 20

percent of his time was devoted to assisting sector watchstanders

in their jobs. (The amount of time varied, depending on the

availability of the watch supervisor to perform these tasks).

This involved activities such as answering questions, giving in-

4tructions, and, under certain eircumstances, taking over communi-

cations.

4,3.2 Watch Supervisor

Basically, the watch supervisor's job is similar to the watch

officer's except he spends more time assisting the sector watch-

standers with problems and much less time on administrative duties.

A major difference between the watch supervisor and the officer is

that the supervisor olten spells the watchstanders when they are

due for a rest break,
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K 4.4 INTERVIEWS

The greatest awareness of how a system operates resides in

those who operate it. To tap this source of vital information, 10

watchstanders were given in depth interviews covering all aspect.

of VTS work. Their principal judgments and opinions are summa-

rized below. Details of their responses are given in Appendix B.

4.4.1 General Services

There was a consensus that a vessel traffic advisory service

is needed in the NOLA VTS area (B3')*. However, all but one inter-

viewee rated the present service as only fair to poor (B4, B27).

The principal problems cited as affecting quality of service were

inaccuracy of data and poor communications (B4), On the other

hand, mention was made of special services (principally relaying

messages) by the VTS that were of value and were well received by

users (B26).

4.4.2 Inaccuracy of Data

Inaccuracy of data was attributed to lack of participation

by area traffic and lack of surveillance equipment (B4, BS, B24,

B25). Interviewees generally estimated that less than half of

the vessel traffic in the VTS area was participating in the

voluntary VMRS (B5, B22, B25, B28). Without aid from surveillance

equipment, the watchstander could obtain information on non-

participants only from secondary sources, mainly transactions

overheard on Channel 13. This lack of information resulted in

poor advisories and further reluctance on the part of pilots and

masters to participate in the service. Other reasons given for

inaccurate data included erroneous position reports (B25) and

omissions by the watchstander (B27), sometimes caused by such dis-

tractions as maintenance or failure of equipment and pressure by

the supervisor (B24). Additional reasons given for failure of

some vessels to participate in the service included apathy,

-A letter reference indicates an appendix to the report. Thus,
B3 refers to Paragraph 3 in Appendix B.
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varying needs for information, interruption of other bridge
duties, and an unfavorable opinion of the watchatander based on
his communications performance (B5, 822, B27).

In the interviews (B28) and in other conversations, mandatory
participation was suggested as a means of assuring more complete
participation. This idea raises a potential problem in additionK to the political implications and the reluctance of some personnel
to use the VI'S to a police operation. Interviewers estimated
average traffic loads in each sector, degree of participation, and
the maximum traffic load that they could handle comfortably (B22,
823). Combined, these estimates suggest that if all v'essels were
to participate today, the average watchatander would be regularly
overloaded on Sectors 11 and 11l and some would be on Sector 1.

4.4,3 Commuication Problems

Most interviewees complained about some aspect of communica-
tions (B34, 1124, B25). They noted that some transmitte~rs are not
powerful enough to cover their assigned sectors, although this
situation could be improved by relocation of sector boundarioL4
(825). The VI'S shares Channel 14 with the Army Corps of lingineers
(COiL), operators of the locks and bridges In tho area. Th Is fa Ct ,
coupled with theo clo~so proximity of7 the vrs transceiver with those
of the (1011 and the presence of powoirful tratismittnrs on the yes-
sols , results In wasking VIS eommunlcLt tons (1125) . Some people

his heaods iom tparsat comuiant poitons (1119 int2r0)we

rocommended adding the ability to comnmunicate witli vessels to theo
watCh .-upervisor'L4 station (1125).
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4.4,4 Computer Assistance

All interviewees, rated the computer as easy to use for both
input and retrieval of data (1317). Training and experience in
typing arc considered helpful but not necessary for keyboard
operation. The principal display lists are valued highly and used
often, except for operator information, precautionary area list,
and precautionary area alert (the latter two applying to only one
sector) (M31). Since most of the intervieweo like to maintain a
handwritten list of vessels underway, some wore asked why the "l

vessols underway list was not sufficient, Their reply was that
too much keying is requirod to call up vessels underway (1317,
B319) . Other recommendations for Improving computer value were to
allow more characters for entering vessel name and to provide the
capability to call up two data lists mimnultane~ously.

General arrangement of equipment was satisfactory to most
interviewees. The only suggestions for Improvement wore to give

the watch supervisor a more central location and to attempt to
shield each position from noise at adjacent positions (111P).

4.4.5 Work Schedule

Opinions splt on the work schedule; five interviewees 1liked
It and five wore neoutral or disliked it (1114). The principal
reason for l iking tho schedule was for theo amount of Iberty it
provided. Di sadvantages of the schedule Inc luded long hours,
boredom, cycling botween day and nighit watches , and beilng titled
when of f duty. Seven interviewevs admitted to feoling tired tit
thle latter part of tile watchl, and six said it a ffected their

..... .... effNiC iency (11-lS)
.. ..... .. herewas relatively little response to questions prohing

the posslbity''of a sector watelistander' s opportunities to help
an adjacent operator with 4i iwavy workload. Although some ways
of helpinmg wore noted, At was evident"'that the watelh supervi sor
(or ti watchstander on a break) Is more likely to provide the
assistance (1421).
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4.4.6 Personnel Considerations

The watchatanders interviewed at NOLA VTS had little to say

about training and selection. Training was considered adequate

and easy except for the amount of memorization required for local

knowledge (B B10, B12).

The principal suggestion for selection of personnel for VTS

assignments was to select people who indicate a desire for the

duty (B13). This idea was consistent with the fact that 6 of the

10 interviewees did not like their assignment (B2). Reasons for

disliking the work included the feelings of inadequacy in issuing

advisories with little confidence in their accuracy (4.4.2) as

well as lack of recognition, pressure from outside, monotony

without challenge or responsibility, and disruption of home life.

Six of the ten felt that VTS is not a good career assignment,

since there is little opportunity to advance in your chosen

rate..."you are not doing what you were trained for" (B7). Two

people suggested making VTS a rate. Nevertheless, 7 of the 10

interviewees indicated that they would not mind having an assign-
ment at another VTS. Only four would welcome a second tour at

NOLA VTS (B8), and three of them said they would like it only if
improvements were made. Much of the undesirability of VTS duty,

then, appears to be related to conditions at the NOLA VTS rather

than to VTS duty in general.

4.5 STRESS QUESTIONNAIRES AND CRITICAL INCIDBNTS INTERVIEWS

A stress questionnaire, in which respondents indicated how

they felt with regard to body (somatic) feelings and mood, was

administered twice to watchstanders at NOLA VTS. The first

administration was made to 12 watchstanders in October 1977, and

the second to 11 watchstanders in April 1978. The New Orleans

VTS was not operational when the questionnaire was first given;

watchstanders monitored and tracked vessel traffic for practice

but did not interact with mariners over the radio. The second

presentation of the questionnaire occurred during the week of

data collection when watchstanders were serving a 12-hour shift
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in the fully operationial VTS. This second group of watclstaflders
also Participated in Q Critical incident interview designed to
identify the sources of stress.

Five watchstanders from the pre-operationai and seven front
the operational period completed and returned their packets of 16
questionnaires indicating variations in stress four times a shift
for three consecutivo working days and the first day off. 'the
principal results from both administrations are summarized below.
A detailed description of the questionnaire, its administration,
and results is given In Appendix C.

For the pro-operational period only two items , "Aching,
burning eyes" and "PVidgoty" , showed appreciable levels of stress.
'these results did not correlate well with those obtained front
eaither ai PAA study' of operationalI air traffic controllors or
from ious ton -Gl 1voston VTS watchs tanders,

Most Importantly, these pro-operational Now Orleans stress
results were considerably' loss in mnagnitude than those for Houston-
Gaivostonl, anl Operational VTIS similar to Now Orleans.

lior the operational period, 8 of the 1ii somatic Items and all
of the 11 mood Items reflected appreciable stress levels. lisped- c

ally high stirems Ilevel% wero obtained for the somlatic items,
~I'os s of Tampe r"', ''I kadache'' , and ''Ach ag , burning eyes'', anad fo r
the mood It ems , "''.1 rod'' and I'1rowsy"' Those results correlated
wall with those from both the VAA anld liou1S tOn UalVOSton studiClo.
Most importantly>, these operational NOLA Vi'S results indic;atod
coils I derably h igher stress than did those for Ilous toni- Gal yes tonl

vTs , Comparison of pro-ope rat loal with ope ratioanai New Orlecans
VTS results roven led highor opurat lonal stress levels and a dif-
feront patterni of stress responise.

Critical inc ident Iinterviews were administered to 15 respon-
dent-4 during, tho operational perioed ait NOLA WiS . The most ofEten

reported sources of stress concerned difficulty with radio comn-
mun icaltions5, lna of surveil 1ane equipment , and feeligs of
Inadequacy to perform the job.
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5. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

S,1 LACK 01" CONF1D|NCH IN ADVISORIES

5.1.1 liffects of Noptic IIlat oil

During tie periods of observation, an average of 25 percent
of the traffic stored antd tracked in tile computer was designatedI

as nonparticipating (4.1). This was traffic detected by tile

watchstanders (generally by monitoring Channel 13) in spite of
failure of the vessels to participate in tile VMRS. There is no

measure of how much additional traffic stays undetected; however,
it was tile consensus of personnel who wore interviewed that les,

than half of the traffic il the vrS area participates in tile VMRS

(4o4.2) ,

Watchstanders are acutely aware of their lack of preciso

knowledge of the true traffic situation, a condition that is part

of a vicious circle of consequences. This chain of effects is 2
illustrated in Figure 5-1 and can be summarized as follows:

Failure of many vessels to participate in the VMRS results in

advisories from the VTS that are based on inadequate knowledge of
traffic and that tre often incomplete. Awatrenss of the Inadequa- ,.

cies in tile traffic advisories undermines tile masters' and pilots' *
confidence .Ai the VTS and increases their reluctance to participate
in tile 0111S.

Two secondary OffeCts aggravate the circle further: (I) Some

,asters and pilots, disillusoned with thuc a ueto tpr e VI RS,
ihecomte %Ilrclcss In giving position reportsj thus adding errorsA to

the v'rS data base alnd th~e resultant aidvisorles, (2) Some waitch-
standers4 betray their lack of confidence .in their advisories by

voice and manner of! spe'aking, which is detected by tile pilots an~d

mas4ters, increasing furtlicr their reluctance to participaLte.

Two solutions to this problem, two ways of breaking the
vicious circle, have been proposed: (1) Increase the aIccuracy of

the data base and advisories by providing surveillance aids that

will give watchstanders information on actual traffic conditions,
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(2) Increase the completeness of information on vessel traffic by

making participation in the VMRS mandatory,

5.1.2 Surveillance Aids

Other VTS's are mnaking effective use of radar and closed cir-

cuit television (CCTV) as surveillance aids, and participation in

voluntary VMRS's in those areas is indeed far better than in the

NOLA VTS area.

Modern radar equipment gives it high resolution all-weather,
instantaneous, and continuous picture of actual traffic in its

area of surveillance. Although no existing VrS has automatic
identification capability, the potential for error is low, The 4'
VSIRS giunerally provides enough information for the watchstander

to identify returns. Although tho winding Mississippi, with

structures lining its banks, is not ideal for area radar coverage.

it should be possible to locate some surveillance sites with good

coverage of extensive portions of the channel.

Use of CCTV has the advantago of providing detail most like

what the human observer would see oil the spot. Type, and some-

times even the name of the vessel can be seen on the VTC monitors,

aiding greatly In identificat ion. Low lightlevel CCTV provides

conesiderable information during hours of darkness. On the other
hand, fog, haze and precipitation can obscure TV as It does human1

vision, Although TV range is I Lmited, careful site selection can

provide up-and-down-channel views of many portions of the river.

liven though radar and TV both have limuitations as sensors
and can not provide complete coverage of the VTS area, tho checks

oil the VMRS information that even a few installations could pro-

vide would significantly increase the accuracy of the v'rs data

base, the accuracy of the VT'S advisories, the confidonce of users

in the advisories, and their participation in the VNIRS, Tits has

proven to be the case with rogard to radar in Houston, Seattle,

and San Francisco, and with regard to TV in Hlouston.
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5. 1. 3 Mandatory- P artic ipalItiln

Imposing mandatory participation in the VMRS in a VTS area
is a politically complex problem, Involving extensive interac-
tions among shippers, vessel owners, pilots associations, and the
U.S. Coast Guard. These factors can not be evaluated in this
study. However, the following observation is relevant in VrS

the NOLA VTS, Apparently, when an accurate traffic advisory

This study uncovorod no serious problems with the computer.

Input and retrieval of data are eatiy to perform anti to learn, in
general, thle display capabilities are adequate for thle watch-
standers' needs. only two def iciencies were noted: (1) an inade-
quate number of characters allowed for vessel identification , and
(2) tabular lists limtited to one list at a time,

Thle computer allows for only 10 characters for vessel idonti-
fication in thle vessel status filo; thus longer names must lie
abbreviated, If an operator wishes to ret riovo information onl a
vessel through the naine, tile name entered for retrieval must bie
oxactly thle Sameo as tile one ill storage. This Sometimes prevents
retrieval by namne. Addition of capacity for a few more characters
in thle vessel ident ificantion would solve this prob lem.

Tabular lists of Information call hie displayed only one at a
t ime. Often information fromt two list-4 Is needed, This forces
the watchistander to delete one list in order to call uip the other,
and to go through another callup routine to get the first listI again. Foar example, a watchstander calls up the traffic summary
list wiile giv ing a vessel a tra fft c advisory. Should thle pilot
or master receiving the Information ask a question about one of
the vessels lie will encountor, the watchstander must erase traffic
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summary in order to call up the vessel status list for the vessel
in question, then recall the traffic summary in order to continue
with the advisory, The capability to call up two tabular lists
at the same time would appear to be well worth the effort required

to attain it.

A word of caution with regard to synthetic displays is appro-

priate here, The NOLA dynamic display is a symbolic representa-
tion of the general direction and degree of progress of vessels

In the system. It shows only those things that someone in the VTS
has manually entered, and it never shows lateral location and
orientation of vessels. l'or example, two vessels actually about

to collide head-on would be represented on the display as passing
with a wide separation. Often vessels are actually on the opposite
side of the channel from that shown on the display, Although

watchstanders are intellectually aware of these discrepancies
between their display and the real world, all they can see is the
display, and there is a real risk that, when traffic is dense,

they may make decisions based on the belief that the real world
is like the display. 'rhis risk should be thoroughly explained anti

discussed during watchstander training, and qualified watchstanders
should be reminded of it regularly by their supervisors.

If and when radar sensors are added to the system, it will be
important to reprogram the dynamic display to place all symbols
In the channel where the radar shows them to he rather than to
retain the uphound/downbound poLsition conventions Of the synthetic

display,

5.3 t'OMMIUN I CAT I ONS

Interviews and observations both uncovered some communica-

tions problems.

Because some sectors extend into areas of poor reception for
their assigned transceiver, there is a need to re-examine and

relocate some sector boundaries.

The sharing of Channel 14 with the locks iind bridges poses
problems for Sector [II, by the masking out and interruption of
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VTS communicationb, This problem could be solved by assigning

another channel to the COE for the locks or assigning Channel 14

to a more remote sector.

Within the VTS, watchstanders complain of radio noise from

adjacent positions. Some kind of sound shielding is advisable

between positions.

S,4 PERSONNEL FACTORS

Although the TSC observations did not disclose any serious
personnel problems, two matters warrant some attention: (1)

selection criteria and (2) the watch schedule.

The Commanding Officer of NOLA VTS had encountered problems

in tne past with personnel who could not qualify as watchstanders

for reasons that could have been identified in a preliminary

screening. Believing that the time and effort lost due to such a

misassignment warranted some corrective action, he explored with

the district medical officer the possibility of defining a set of

physical fitness criteria for VTS duty that could be checked in a

preliminary physical exavination, The TSC investigators met with

the CO and the district medical officer and added their sugges-

tions. The CO has since forwarded a recommendation for selecti

criteria to the Office of Marine Environment and Systems (G-WLE).

Although the present 12-hour watch schedule at NOLA VTS is

popular because of the distribution of liberty time, most watch-

standers admit that they become tired during the latter part of

the watch and that their efficiency is affected (4.4,5), At this

time, nothing definitive can be said about the efficacy of a 12-

hour work shift. In situations where vigilance is very important,

12-hour shifts tend to he too long for efficient performance. It

is proposed that work shifts at the VTS's he more closely examined

before any specific recommendation is made.

5.5 STRESS QUESTIONNAIRES

Most of the increased stress levels from the pre-operational to

the operational period at NOLA VTS are probably due to the
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responsihil.ty of being fully operational in a now system which

lacks proper positive surveillance and does not have full coopera-

tion from its users.

The recommendations offered to help alleviate this problem

are the same as for general improvement of the system: get posi-

tive surveillance (radar and/or CCTV) and obtain better user

participation. This latter recommendation can be achieved in

several ways:

1) Positive surveillance itself should increase user parti-

cipation.

2) More concerted public relations effort with users.
3) Keep working on improving watchstanders' performance, thus

instilling more confidence in the users.

4) Make participation mandatory.

Each of these suggestions has its own special problems, but

it is evident that for improved user participation and a resultant

improvement in personnel morale the system must work more smoothly

and more accurately. The vicious circle must be broken somewhere.

5.6 RECOMMIUN DAT I ON S

Analysis of the data collected on watchstander activities and

the responses to the interviews and stress questionnaire has re-

vealed several areas that appear amenable to improvements. It is

recommended that consideration he given to those changes and that

their feasibIlity he given study,

a. Give highest priority to the acquisition of surveillance
aids, (5.1.2)

h. Redesignate sector boundaries to conform better to

transmitter receptivity. (5.3)

c. Reassign communications channels to sectors or locks
to reduce interference between VIS and lock radio

transactions. (5.3)
d. Provide for a longer vessel identification word in

the computer. (5.2)
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e. Provide a capability for displaying two simultaneous
lists in the status tabular area of the CRT. (5.2)

£, Cntiue ffot t ~rin~e personnel selection
criteria. (5.4)

S. In training, stress the fact that the symbolic repre-
sentation of vessels on the dynamic display is merely
a representation of their general direction and degree
of progress and never of their actual position and

h.orientation in the waterway. (5.2)
hSound-shield individual sector positions. (5.3)
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLES OF COMPUTER DISPLAYS
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FIGURE A-3. SECTOR III MAP PROJECTION
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NEW VESSEL

DESIG
NAM A

MX.ETA
SPEED
CX *PT
LOC
MDE
ROUTE
DIR
DESTIN
TYPE
SPCIAL
HZCAR
LENGTH

PTo*ENT
SPIIDLO

REMKS

1.6URF, A-5. NEW VE~SSELI- UNCTION PROMPTE3R
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VESSEL STATUS

DZ~lG 21M
NAME 6CINDIRRZ1
C3K ETA 1315R
SPEED 146C
CK-PT OSBOA
LOC 0923A
HODS UN
ROUTE ,UKR DAL. DOW
DIR D
DEBT IN CLAIRPREE
TYPE 3
SPCIAL N
HZ-CAR PST
LENGTH 800
DRA7n 20
PT *ENT INHARCAZNAL
SPHDLG RADIO OUT

* REMPJCS 8 BARGES

FIGURE A-6. VESSE3L STATUS INFORMATION
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CRITICAL TRApFFeC

DES NANIM LOC IN TIh

lAI SUARUJIt, 115A
1AC MARY LOU 1200A A 2250
1AD CORINTHOS 1220A A 2310
lAF CHRISTINA 1230A 0 2320
IAE MUD HEN 11 1240A H 2343
2AG GOOD LUCK 1250A Z 00152A1 MARINER I 1260A 0 0043
2AH ELIZABETH 1270A A 0100
2AJ CINDELLA 1280A Z 0130
ICK TARAWA 1290A 0 0150CL ANNABELLE 1300A 0 0200

TURN PAGE

H Meetin8
Z 7 Crosstng or

Zero Speed
0 a Overtake
A m Anchored or

Awaiting Reentry

FIGUREi A-7. IXAMPLI OF A CRITICAL TRAFFIC SUMIIAHY LIST
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VESSELS AI4UORUD

DES NME CAR m

IAB CORINTIOSI ACY 1300A
2CD MARY LOU 1280A
317 CHRISTINA CLX 1270A
40GH GOOD LUCK 1260A
IIJ MUD HEN 1 PPL 1250A
2KL IRNSz I 1240A
3W ELI ZABETH SPC 1230A
40P CINDERELL 1290A

.IPA TAR AWA POX 1210A

25C ANNABELLI 1200A

TURN PAGE

FIGURE A-8. EXAMPLE OF A VESSELS ANCHORED LIST

I.i

VESSELS DOCKED

DES NAME CAR H1M

lAB CORINTHOSI ACY 1300A
2CD MARY LOU 1280A
3EF CHRISTINA CLX 1270A
4GH GOOD LUCK 1260A
11J MUD HEN 11 PPL 1250A
2KL MARINER I 1240A
3Nt' ELIZABETH EPC 1230A
40P CINDERELLA 1220A
IPA TARAWA POX 1210A
2BC ANNABELLE 1200A

TURN PAGE

FIGURE A-9. EXAMPLE OF A VESSELS DOCKED LIST
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VESSELS TNDERIAy

DES NAJ4E CR mm

OM CORINTHOSI ACY 1300A
0AB MARY LOU 1280A
OAC CHRISTINA CLX 1270A
QAD GOOD LUCK 1260A
OAS MUD HEN 11 PPL 1250A
OAF MARINER 1240A
OAG ELZZABETH EPC 12304
OA CINDERELLA 1220AOAI TARAWA POX 1210A
OAJ ANNABELLE120

END LIST

FIGURE A-10. EXAMPLE OF A VESSELS UNDERWAY LIST4"

AWAITINC NTRY REENTRY

DE S SAME Pl.EkT.WO TD11
OAA COR.NTHOS1 ALOIERSLOC 2230OAR MARY LOU KARVEYLOC 2230OAC CHRISTINA HARVEYLOC 2310
0AD GOOD LUCK ALGIEESLOC 2320OAZ MUD HEN 11 0934A 2343OAF MARINER I HAtVEYLOC 001QAG ELIZASETH HARtvEyLoC 0043
OAH CINDERELLA ALGIEMJLOC 0100
OAX TARAWA 0933A 0130
OAJ ANNABELUA ALGIEMSLOC 0130

TURN PAGE

FIGURE A-11, E3XAMPLIE OF A VESSELS AWAITING ENTRY/REENTRY LIST
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OPIPATOR 1310

SECTOR I

001
WHAT GALE WARNING

(TEXT)
(TM(T)

002 PROTECT
SAR (TEXT)

(TEXT)
(TEXT)

LID LIST?

FIGURE A-12. EXAMPLE OF AN OPERATOR INFORMATION LIST

PRECAUTIONARY A MAI

NO LOCST LOCIN

I 1230A 1260A
2 0010SP 00201P
3 0025SW 00558W
4 0150M 0200K

17 0300M 03S0K
i8 00105W 00601W
19 01009? 01508?
20 0730A 0600A

END LIST

FIGURF A-13. 13XAMPLI, OF A PRECAUTIONARY AREAS DEFINITrION LIST
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TIME 2359
DATE 09-O17
SECT 4
UPDT 29

PA ALERT alert

F~IGURE A-'14. SYSTEM TABULAR AREA WITH PRECAUTIONARY
AREA ALERT DISPLAYE3D

PRECAUTIONARY AMEA ALERT

DES NAME PA ACK

2CD MARY LOU 3
40H GOOD LUCK A
IPA TARAWA A

END LIST

No tsi A m PREVIOUSLY ACIONOWLEDGED

17 (UJRFE A-15. PRECAUTIONARY AREA ALERT LIST
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APPENDIX B

INTERVIEWS AT NOLA VTS

Individual interviews were conducted with watchstanders

during the same days that observations were made. The interviewer
and interviewee were seated comfortably in a room that was quiet

and free of interruptions. The interview was conducted as a
conversation. The interviewer was guided by a format in order to
cover all topics, but the exact wording of questions and order of
topics were varied to allow spontaneity in the interviewees'

responses.

The interviewer explained the aims of the project and the
interview, stressing the fact that the system, not the interviewee,

was being evaluated. Then the interviewer asked, and encouraged
discussion of, a series of questions. The nature of each question

(not necessarily the exact wording used with each interviewee) is
given below, followed by a summary of the responses.

1. How long have you been in the U.S. Coast Guard? How long
have you been at NOLA VTS? What were your previous assignments?
The answers to these questions are tabulated in Table B-1. This
sample constitutes 29 percent of the NOLA vrs complement and re-
presents an aggregate of 9 years of VTS experience.

2. Do you like working at the NOLA VTS? Four interviewees
liked the assignment, six disliked it. No specific reasons were

given for liking the duty, and two who said they liked it added
negative comments. Aeasons for disliking the assignment includud
statements that the acvisory information is unnecessary and often

repetitious, there is much effort for little recognition, there
is pressure from the outside, the work is monotonous with no

challenge or responsibility, and home life is disrupted (you're

either in bed or on watch).

3a. Is some form of vessel traffic advisory system necessary
for the NOLA area? Only one interviewee felt that the VTS was
unnecessary; he suggested "more pilot intervention."
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TABLE B-i. RESPONSES TO BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS

Years in Months at Years Other Training
Inter- Coast NOLA of Sea USCG and Erperience
viewees Guard VTS Duty Schools

Officer 9.0 11 4.0 AcademyK nIte 3.S 12 2.0 Radar

2 4.0 12 2.2 QM Typing, Computer
entry

3 3.8 11 2.0 Radar

4 4.5 7 4.0 Radar Typing

5 3.5 9 2.0 Radar

6 3.0 11 1.5 Radar Typing

7 3.5 12 10.0 Typing, Navy 10
yrs.

8* 5,0 12 9.0 Radar Navy 10 yrs,
Air Controller
6 yrs

9* 3.0 11 2.0

MeanI
Enlisted 3.8 11 3.9 1_____ _________

"Intervieees 8 and 9 were interviewed during a preliminary visit.
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3b. Who should_2operate jt? F~our interviewees felt that the

USCG should opvrato th: VTS; two preferred a Civil Service oru-

opinion. One felt that Sector I is not needed except at 60-Mile
Point. Another noted that, although the USCG has good training
in laws and regulations, it Is spread too thin with its SAR and
law enforcement responsibilities.

4. Hwwell does this vTrs meet the needs of the area? Hight
interviewees felt that the service in fair to poor, Another said
that the Information on type of traff'ic is excellent but the loca-
tion of traffic is poor. Only one rated the service as good. Tno
principal reason for low ratings (five responses) was the inaccu-
racy of the data, Three mentioned lack of sensors (such as radar),
and two mentioned poor communications. One commented: "Anyone who

'h I litons to us Is a fool-, we're a hazard to navigation". Another,
who had similar feelings, pointed out that it Is not the fault of
the VT8,

S.* How %yell do masters and pilots cooperate? On the average,
the group indicated that 78 percent of the ferry masters give ex-
cellent to good cooperation, but only 43 percent of the tow
masters and 46i percent of tho illots. Since there are relatively
few ferries, tho consensus seems to be that somewhat under half of
the people In command of vessels in the system are cooperative.

* Reasons given for- half-hearted cooperation included apathy, vary-
* . ing micods for' in formation, and lack of confidence In the accuracy

of the data. It was pointed out that some pi lots will juidge the
watchstandor and participate only If thuy have a favorable opinion
of his competence (see also Item 22)

6i. is4 the.VT8 projierl appreciated? Opinion was about evenly
divided as to whethar masters and pi lots appreciate the VI'S.
Comments noted that they appreciate It but are disappointed with
what it does, that they don't I'ul ly understand It, that they have
made some good comments on It, and that they merely tolerate it,
only five interviewcos were willing to estimate the general
puhblic's appre it tion of the VI' - - all negaitive. Three said tile



public doesn't know about it, one said the press is negative, and

one felt that public opinion is improving. Seven interviewees

estimated the Coast Guard's appreciation of VTS services. Five
gave positive responses. The two negative responses attributed

lack of appreciation to lack of communication--"We're the other

outfit.,"

7. Is the VTS a good career assignment? Pour interviewees

said, "Yes," six said, "No." Two of those who considered VTS a

good career assignment said it was preferable to sea duty; one

said it should be a "rate;" the fourth added that..."there are

problems here." On the negative side, four noted that VTS duty

does not advance your career because you are not doing what you

were trained for. One negative respondent also thought that VTS
duty should be a "rate,"

8. Would you want another tour at NOLA VTS? At another VTS?

Four interviewees said they would like another tour at NOLA VTS,

but three of them qualified their answer--in 10 years, if diffi- %
culties were ironed out, and with improvements. The other six

gave unqualified no's. However, seven interviewees indicated an
interest in the tour at some other VTS. One of the negative

repliers added: "I'm not a career man."

9. Was your training for VTS duties adequate? Nine inter-

vieweeti responded, "Yes", The negative response was qualified

with: "But It's better now." There were two comments: that
you'd have to be a qualified pilot to be fully trained, and that

iraining Involves too many river rides,

10. What was hardest to learn? Three interviewees simply

stated that nothing was hard for them to learn, Seven mentioned

local knowledge, particularly the memorization involved. Other

items were language and how to avoid "VALUE WRONG" computer

entries.

11. Iow long does it take to u.iif_? Responses ranged from

2 to 6 months, with a mean of 4.3.
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12, Have you any ideas for improvin, training? Five inter-

viewees offered no suggestions. Three suggested fewer river rides.
Other suggestions: Give the trainee a few river rides and time

sitting beside consoles before he starts the book work, Include
typing training. Enforce the quarterly requalification require-

ment. Assign fewer people to training duty.

13. Have you any idea for tho selection of personnel iort

VTS duty? Suggestions offered for selection criteria follow, with

the number offering each criterion given In parentheses:

An indication that the duty is desired (4); one interviewee
recommended a preview of the job,

Training in typing (3),

Sea duty (2).
Selection from rates other than RD and QM (2); one

interviewee recommended u 'spcial rate, bo
Selectiton front lower grades, but not right out of boot

camp (i),

lxporience in radio communications (1)
Eixclusion of people with a history of nervous problems (1)

14, flow do 'ou like the present watch schedule? Five inter-

viewees liked the present schedule, three disliked it, and two

were neutral. Reasons for liking the schedule included the liberty

time and reduction in driving time. Two who liked the schedule
still had roservatlons- -disliked the long hours; noted drawbacks

with too few people, Reasons t'or disliking the schedule were
long hours, shifting back and fourth frequently between day and
night watches, and being tired when off duty,

15, lo yo i get particularly tired in the latter part of the

watch? )oes It affect your efficiency? Seven interviewees re-

ported feeling tired in the latter part of the watch, and six

said it affected their efficiency. One interviewee noted getting

equally tired on an 8-hour watch, and one reported getting tired,

taking a break, and then being OK. Other comments included:

"about 4:3) a.m. it is unreal," ".,.your mind goes out to lunch,"

and "...it affects your patience."
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16. Rank the difficulty of the duty positions. Most of the

interviewees (7) considered Sector I the most difficult, Sectors

II and III were rated about equal in difficulty--Sector II because

it is hectic, Sector III because of the radio traffic from the
locks on its channel. Although Sector IV was only being monitored,
one interviewee commented that it would still be the easiest sec-

tor position if it were being worked. All agreed that external

communicator was the easiest position to work.

17. Rate the computer for ease of datainputand-retrieval.

All interviewees rated the computer as easy to use both for input

and retrieval of data. Most watchstanders maintain a handwritten
listing of vessels underway; two reported that there is too much

keying required for the vessels underway computer listing, chat

the computer cannot keep up with their keying A.peed, and that they

might substitute the vessels underway lists for their handwritten

lists if less keying were required. It was also noted that more

characters are needed for the vessel name,

18. Rate the various computer listings for value, usage and

accuracy, 'rhe average ratings on a scale of High (ll), Medium (NI), '1

Low (L), and Very Low (VI,) were as follows:
LtIn l__£ Accuracy

Listing ValueUae
Vessel status II I H

Critical traffic H H M

Vessels anchored 11 M M

Vessels docked II H M
'essels underway i II M

Awaiting entry/reentry V11 M
Operator information M M H

Precautionary area list VL VL M

Precautionary area alert VL VL M

Comments regarding the value of the listings included:

vessels underway is redundant to the situation display; vessels

underway would be more valuable if it could be called up easier;

nobody ever uses the precautionary area list and alert. Regarding

frequency of usage: precautionary area list is used only in Sector
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1. Regarding accuracy: reports are not accurate--so you cannot

rely on the lists; they neglect to report vessels anchored.

19, Would ye like to see a different arrangement of equip-

ment? Seven interviewees said, "No," to this question. One said,
"Yes," but offered no alternative arrangement. One interviewee

would put the watch supervisor in the middle, on a raised plat-
form, with two sector positions on each side and a quiet teletype,

eliminating the external communicator position. One interviewee

would angle ench communications console so that it would mask out

sounds from adjacent positions; he said that a cubicle is needed.

20. Rate the operations room with respect to illumination,

noisle and ventila..to., One interviewee had no comments on this

item. light thought the illumination was good; one didn't like

working In the dark. Five interviewees gave the room a medium

rating, three a good rating, and one a bad rating with respect to

noise. Comments were that background noise is confusing, especi-

ally when all monitors are turned up. Specific mention was made

of problems with Channel 13 and, in Sector III, Channel 14. Six

interviewees rated the room high with regard to ventilation, two

commenting that it must be good because they are not bothered by
smokers, There are two complaints that the room is cold....,that

the floor vents are drafty.

21. Can a sector watchstander he another sector watch-

stander who is overloaded? )oes this hapllnen often? There was

general agreement (7 of 10) both that intersector assistance can
be given and that it does not happen very often. When one watch-

stander is very busy or has poor communication with a vessel, an

adjacent watchstiander may handle some of his calls by temporarily

switching his transceiver to the other position's frequency. Or

the adjacent watchstander may monitor the other man's calls and

remind him of missed communications. An adjacent watchstander may

also help a busy watchstander by keying up a display or performing

a track continue operation. However, communilcations assistance is

more often provided by the watch supervisor than by an adjacent

watchstander.
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22. What is the average number of vessels in a sector? What

is the percent participation? For the three operational sectors,

estimates wore as follows:

Sector I Sector 11 Sector III

Range 18-30 13-30 20-3S

Mean 25 18 24

Participation (t) 82 50 35

Calculated averaje load 30 36 69

One interviewee noted that participation depends on the

operator; an authoritative voice will attract participation, while

a cut-and-dried voice will lose it (see Item 5),

23. What is the maximum number of vess a Sector Watch-

standor can handle comfortabl? For the three operational sectors,

estimates were as follows:

Sector I Sector I1 Sector III

Range 20-45 15-43 20-45

Mear 33 30 31

Although those are crude estimates, it appears that if all

vessels were participating, the average operator would be over-

loaded on Sectors II and 111, today, and some would be overloaded

on Sector 1.

24. Do so situationsL tasks or incidents seriously increase

the difficulty of VTS operation? Vive interviewees mentioned com-

mui ications problems, including had communications in Sectors I

.111 ll, SAR calls taking precedence in a sector, and misuse of

channels (including heckling). Three interviewees citel such

river incidents as a collision, grounding, barge breakiqay, or

man overboard. Two noted maintenance or failure of eqtiijpment.

Two interviewees said that pressure and distract on by the super-

visor is a problem. Other problems noted once included: lack of

visual information on traffic, confusion in the use of the "X"

designator, late rotation (over 3 hours on a position), and

horseplay.
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25. WhatfOuictions most badlyneed Improvement? Seven in-

terviewees suggested communications improvements, including more

transmitter power, gtting either the V'S or the locks off Channel
14, more working channels, changes in sector boundaries for bettor

channel utilization, a multichannol monitor at each position, and

the ability for the supervisor to communicate with vessels from

his own position. Seven interviewees called for surveillance aids
(radar and television) and more accurate position reporting. Twu

interviewees proposed the capability to call up 2 listings at the
same time. Additlonal individua1l suggestions included Increased
participation, dropping Sector IV, and closing down the VTS until
improvements are made (see also Item 28).

26. Can you rocall instances where the V'S was a sig1nificant
aid in resolving an incident? Al such incidents involved use of

the VT5 communications cupabilitios, mainly in relaying messages,
Such as not if~p in g the COT P und vo -Ae-A olOf HC LI COSdnt ad In CiletS,
helping with SAlR valls, anld helping vessel,; with weak ratdios. Tlhe,

vrS also provides public rolations type services, such as tining

up pilots, finding berths, locating vessels for agents and making

flight reservations.

27, (a. you recal I instances where the vrs caused an inci-

dent or mado one worse? Throe interviewees could recall no such
instance,, Among instances recalled were: Vrs communications

interfering with other bridge duties (4 interviewoes) , vesseis

placing too much rel iance on V'S advisories L2 mont.1 ons) , and

bad information (such as fuilure to mention n dredge in an
advisory).

28. .o_ yoL , hiv yt.__n to addy? !ive interviewees added
comments, Two stressed the need for more participation- -one would
make it mandatory. Two others urged exploration of the relation-
ships with the COTP and with other Coast Guard commands. Other
comments wore. assign people where they want to go; the work is

monotonous; look out for the needs of the watchstanders as wel l as
the users, and shut down and evaluate the NOLA VTS (see also item
25).
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APPENDIX C

STRESS LEVELS AND SOURCES AT THE NEW ORLEANS VTC

C.1 INTRODUCTION

in saffng vescltrafic entr cre nus betaken not to

to oormorledegenerative health, and accident$. Numerous
commntsby othofficers and watchstanders and careful observa-

tohaeidctdtepresce fstes tth 'ICs however,
no systematic asessment has been mnade. An asessment of stress
performed by the Federal Aviation Admninstration2 (FAA) success-
fully established elevated stress levels amiong aiir traffic coil-

trollor.4, a position similar to watchstandors , using a paper-and-
pencil questilonnaire.

A modi fied vors ion o1f the PAA questionnaire has been completed
by nine watchstanders tit thle lious ton -Ga Iveston VTS and nine watch-
standers at the Puget Sound VTS. Detailed descriptions of proce-7
dures and results are available for flouston-Coalvest oil and for
I'u1get 8So1und 4 VI'S14 This same stress quost ionnal re was adminis-
tlOyed tWiLC to WAtebsitilndVI ti t thle New Orleans VI'S. Thel f Irs t

admini st rat ion was made to 12 watchstanders in October of 1977 and
the 4ocondi to 11 watch-standers in April of 1978. The Now Orleans
VTS was not operatilonal during the October 1977 administ ration;
watchstanders' moni to red and trvacked vessel t raffiic for pract ice,
1 ,at 1did not interact with mariners over thle radio. During thle
q\pril 1978 adm in 1st ratton, wat chbstande rs svrved a 12- hour shift
iii a fully operational VI'S, This second group of watchstanders
also participated in a critical incident Interview designed to
pinpoint tile sources of stress (sce Sect ion 11) . 'file fol lowing
material first treats the procedures and results of the October
1977 admlini st rat ion ; then the April 1978 admni st rat ion,; then
compares the two.
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C2 PREOPERATIONAL srRBSS Lh VLS

C.2.1 Subjects, Twelve watchstanders at the Now Orleans VTS served
as subjects during breaks in their B-hour workshifts, The average
age of these watchstanders was 6.8 yuears and they had served in

the U.S. (east Guard for an average of o.4 years.

C,2.2 ApDaratus, The questionnaire (see Table C-2) consisted of

30 items assessing the degree of stress in terms of susceptible
somatic anid mood states on a continuous scale from 'None" through
"Moderate" to "Severe", This scale is in contrast to the Items

used b)' the FAA which assessed only the presence or absence of

such symptoms.

C.2.3 Procedure: Watchstanders were recruited either individually

or in it group. Upon finding an id ividttal on a break or meeting

with a group of watchstanders at the end or beginning of a shift
the experimenter it roduced himisel f and explained that since
stress had been reported it the Puget Sound V'S, a questionnaire
had been devised to assess stress levels among watchstanders tit

Now Orleans. hach watchstander who agreed to participate was
given written instruct ions (see Table C-1) . Any questions were
answered, and the watchstander began filling out the questionnaire.

Subjects scored each Itom by indicating the distance along
the scale from None through Moderate to Severe corresponding to
their degree orC response to each item. The experimenter observed

the watchstander's method of answering to assure that it complied
with the Instruct ions. The questionnal re required about 2 minutes
to complete.

Watchstanders then received a packet of 16 questionnaires to

be completed according to tie ollowing schedule. for each of 4
days, watchstanders were to complete one questionnaire just prior
to a shift (Pre) , one about ha lfway through (DPurlng), one imlte-
diately upon ending the shift (Post) , and one at least 3 hours
later at home (Home) . I-our days were specified because watch-

standers worked one shift for at least 4 days before taking a
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IhOLF t I .I NSTII(IN'i UN~ O SFIi:SS QIIFSI )NNAI kI:.

U.S. Department of Transportation
Transportation Systems Center

Kendall Square
Cambridge MA 02142

This survey is designed to assess the physical and
psychological effects you experience in connection with
your work as a U.S. Coast Guard Vessel Traffic Services
watchstander, Under no circumstances will your answers
become a part of your personnel file or in any way affect
your status in vessel traffic services work, You will be
assigned an identification number so that all responses
from each individual can be kept together. These data
will be stored at the Transportation Systems Center until
summarized. At that point there will be no further need
to identify an individual's data and all forms will be
destroyed.

Your task is to rate the degree of physical or psy-
chological effects you are experiencing at the time you
fill-out the rating form. You are to complete the rating
form four times e,ch working day. Just before beginning
a shift, during u break or lull about half way through a
shift, at the end of the shift, and at home at least three
hours after a shift. You are to do this for one week.

Your specific task on each form is to rate the degree
of physical or psychological effects you are presently ex-
periencing for each item from none through severe by
marking an X anywhere along the line as illustrated in the
examples below. Suppose at the time you are completing
the form you do not have a headache, then mark the item
as shown:

1. Headachet __ _

None Moderate Severe

Suppose you do have a headache at the time you are completing
the form, then dependinq upon its degree you might mark the
item as shown.

1. Headauhe i I
None Moderate Severe

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. Thank you.
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TABLEI C- 2. STRESS QUEST IONNAI RE

*(:eml:1.tiv tinly thesie ttre tw lvinn.

1. __._ DATE: SHIFT:

TIME OF DAY PU DURING 1)

TRAFFIC LOAD: t

WRATIERt

Each line below represents a scale of symptome you might experience ranging

from none to @evere. For each item below please mark an~ (X) anywhere along
the line corresponding to the degree of symptom you are nov experiencing.
(You may go beyond the ends of the line If you wish.)

1. Headache:
NoneModeateSevere

2. Constipationt: I___________________

None moderate sevork

3. Swating:_______________________
None Roderate severe

4. Twitching______________________
muscles: None moderate Severe

5. Dissinesu: I______N___________one______

Nonemoderate Severe

6. Poor appetita: I______________________

None Moderate Severe

7. Chest painel i
None Moderate Severe

S. Loos bowels: a
None Bevert*SiI

9. Loss of temper: INn oeaeSVr

10. Difficulty _________________
in breathing: None Moderate lovers

11. Aching or I
burning eyess None Moderate severe
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TABLEI C-2, STRESS QUESTIONNAIRE (CONTINUED)

12. Indigestion or ______________________

heart burn: None Moderate Severe

13. Difficulty ito _______________________

staying awake. None Moderate Savors

14. Stiffness or ______________________

body tensenaet None Moderate Severe

15. bothered by die-________________________
traccing noise: None Moderate severe

16. Nausea orsik ______________________

to your a oacht None Moderate severe

17. Astlma: _______________________
None Moderate Severe

18. Insomnia:________________________
None Moderate Severs

1.Backaches L______________________
None Moderate Severe

Each lit,* below represents a scale of moods you might feel ranging from none
to severe. For each item below please mark an WK anywhere along the line
corresponding to the degree of mood you feel at the present moment. (You may
go beyond the ends of the line If you wish.)

1. Worry: ______________________

None Moderate Severe

2. Uncomfortable LNone Moderate Severe

3. Tens:_______________________
None Moderate Severe

4. On edge: ______________________

None Moderate Severe

5. Irritable: ert " i

6 igttINone Moderate Severe

7. Depressed: LNone Moderate Severe
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TABLE C-2. STRESS QUESTIONNAIRE (CONCLUDED)

so UpsuetI

I9. Aux loes i

severe
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break. 'The quest lonnal res were then returned to thle experimenter
through the mail.

C.,2. 4 Results i

Five watchstanders completed and returned their packets of 16
questionnaires. Table C-3 presents the results from the pro-
operational Now Orleans VIS ordered by the magnitude of the post-
shift median* scores for those itcms whose post-shift score ox-
ceeded a rating of None, 0.85. Of the 19 somatic items, only
"Aching or burning eyes" indicated appreciable stress; of the 11
mood Items., only "Fidgety" indicated appreciable stress.

The results foi- the only appreciably rated somatic and mood
Items, "Aching burning eyes" and "PVidgety" , tire presented graphi-
cally lin Figures C-I and C- 2, respectively. flachl figure presents
the 75th percentile, median, and 25th percentile values for the
four periods during the shift in which thle questionnaire was

completed: before going onl duty (P1111), while on Duty (DUR) just
after going off duty (POST) and after arriving at home (liOMi),
The numbers onl the vertical axis indictite the distance (in centi-
meters) along tile rating scale from None (0 to 0 .85 cm) through4
Moderate (3.50 to 5.25 cm) to Severe (8.0 to 9.5 cm) at which
watchstanders marked each item. T1hose Items are typical in that
nearly every itomt oxhiibited a worsening trend throughout the shift.
The 75th percent 11 and 2 5th percentile sproad or ratings about

thle meld i all 1 typic CI i. of thle s prelid ill scores for 1 other items

F inall y , Figures C- 3 and C -4 show trends of thle maost sonsi-
lyve somatic and mood items over thle four days. Both types of

Items exhihtd Increase,; across thle work week-, and the magnitude
of these increnasing trends was about the same as that across
periods within a1 duy,

wMediaiiF'The midd lemost rating;, half the rat ings fall above thle
median: halt' below.



.TABLB C-3. MBIAN STRESS SCORlS, PREOPERATIONAL NEW ORLEANS VTS

Somatic Index

Item PRE DUR POST HON3

Aching or burning eyes 0.45 0.74 1.03 0.69

Mood Index

Item PtUB ___ POST HOMEI

Fidgety 0.42 0.84 0.95 0.40

Note 1. The stress scores indicate the distance (in centimeters)

along the scale from None (0.00 to 0,85 cm) through

Moderato (3.50 to 5.25 cm) to Severe (8.0 to 9.5 cm),

Note 2. Only those items for which the POST Median score exceeded

0,85, None, are tabulated,

Note 3. Median! The middlemost rating; half the ratings fall

above the median, half below.
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F

rho pro-operational New Orleans stress results are compared

with the original FAA survey in Table C-4 in rank order, These
two rankings do not agree well at all (Spearman rank-order corre-
lation • 0.38, not significant*) indicating a different rank order

or pattern of responses.

The results of the survey conducted at the Houston-Galveston

VTS are also presented in Tables C-4 and C-5 for the somatic and

mood indices, respectively. A comparison of the somatic question-

naire results from these two centers revealed: a) different rank

order or pattern of items for each center, and b) considerably

lower levels of stress reported at the New Orleans VTS titan at the

Houston-Galveston VTS, Although stress data is also available

from the Puget Sound VT8 4 , these New Orleans VTS data were compared

with those from the Houston-Galveston vTS because, when surveyed,

watchstanders at both centers served an 8-hour shift, not 12 hours,

utilized computer displays, not a map; serviced long, winding

waterways, not an open harbor; and handled much the same kind of

traffic.

"Aching or burning eye" ranked highest for both centers-,

however, for New Orleans, no other items exceeded a rating of None.

"Stiffness," "Difficulty staying awake," "Loss of temper," "Poor

appetite," "Twitching muscles," and "ieadache" all exceeded a
rating of None at Houston, hut not at New Orleans. In general,

the two rankings do not agree well st all (Spearman rank-order

correlat ion - 0,42, not significant).

The magnitude or level of stress reported at Pro-operational

New Orleans was considerably less than that from the Houston-

Galveston VTS. On the leading item, "Aching or hurning eyes", the

median OST shift response for watchstanders at New Orleans was

iFAireation coefficient is an index of the degree to which two
sets of measures vary together: 1.00 indicates a perfect rela-
tionship, 0,00 indicates no relationship, and a negative value
moans that one measure increases as the other decreases. Statis-
tical significance Is based on an estimate of the likelihood that
the value obtained was due to chance alone rather than to a true
relationship. It is customary to accept as significant, only
values that would have less than one chance in twenty (p<0.05) of
ocurring by random variation.
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\TABLD C-4. PREOPRATIONAL NEW ORLEANS VTS RESULTS COMPARED WITH

HOUSTON-GALVESTON AND FAA- -SOMATIC

Somatic Index

POST Median Scores RANK

Pi'..Oi$rational Houston. Houston-
Item NOLA TS Galveston Vi'S FAA GalvestonVT

Aching or burning aos 1.03 2.39 1 1

Stiffnes~s <.85 1.27 4 2

Loose bowels 16 11

Insomia is8 16

Headach~e -(,as 0.95 3 7

Dilfficulty staying awake 4.85 1.12 S 3

Indigest ion a is
Constipaition 11 12

Distracted by Noise 6 9

Twitching muscle$ a.s 0.98 9 6

Sweat ing 2 a

Loss of temper <.85 1.L06 7 4

Natlava 14 19

As thm 1 17 17

Cho1stpa ins 13 13 :

Breathing difficulty 12 14

1)1:z iness 15 1o

Poor Appetite as,8 1.13 10 5

Nightmares 19is



TABL1E C- S. PREi-O111RATIONAL NE~W ORLEiANS VTS RIISULTS COMIPAREDI
WITH IIOflSTON-GALV1ESTON-~MOOp

Mood Index

POST Median Scores R~ANK

1,1.- OPIPRAT IONAL HOUSTON- GALVIASTON HOUSTON- OALVflSTON
1 1 1 iNOLA VTS VTS VTls

11 dq cty 0.95 1.57 3

Irritable ".8Ss 1.46 5

<.851.62 2

Anxious <.85 1.35 6

oil edge -.gs 1.55 4

thicoumortable <.85 0.90 8

Worry 9

till-A t 10

1) ,o ws y -. 51.12 7

Vr vd .85 ~0
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1.03 compared to 2.39 for those at the Houston-Galveston VTS. No

other item at New Orleans produced a rating exceeding None while
6 out of the 18 others at Houston-Galveston did.

Comparison of the Pre-operational New Orleans and Houston-

Galveston results on the Mood index (Table C-5) again revealed:

a) a different rank order or pattern of responses for each center

and b) considerably lower levels reported at the New Orleans VTS

than at the Houston-Galvoston VTS. 'tidety" not only ranked
highest at New Orleans, but also was the only item whose score

exceeded None on the rating scale for Mood; "Tense" rated highast

at Houston-Galveston. In general, the two rankings did not agree
well at all (Spearman rank order correlation - 0.34, not signifi-

cant) .
The level of stress reported on the Mood index at New Orleans

was considerably less than that from the Houston-Galveston VTS,

On the leading item for New Orleans, "Fidgety", the median POST-
shit response for watchstanders was 0.95 compared to 1.57 for

those tt Houston. No other Mood items produced a rating exceeding

None at Now Orleans while 7 out of the 8 others at Houston-

Galveston did.

C,2.5 Discussiona

This survey of stress responses among watchstanders conducted

during a pro-operation period at the New Orleans VTS demonstrated

mild stress on both somatic and mood indices, In general, there

viii a worsening trend throughout the shift for the only two sensi-

tivo items at New Orleans, "Aching or burning eyes" on the somatic
index and "Fidgety" on the mood index. More importantly, scores

on both these indices were considerably less in magnitude than
those for Houston-Galveston, an operational VTS similar to New

Orleans.

The rank ordering of scores from New Orleans does not match

those from either the FAA study, or Houston, although the ordering

between the FAA and Houston does correlate well.
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Comparison of both the magnitude and rank-order results indi-

cate that the pro-operational conditions at New Orleans induce

less stress than the operational conditions of either Houston or

the FAA, and that the stress which does appear is a different

type. The "Aching or burning eyes" item ranks high at both centers

because watchstanders at both must make use of a computer-driven

cathode-ray tube display but the magnitude of reported stress is

much less at New Orleans. There were no other sensitive somatic

items at New Orleans, "Fidgety" ranks high at New Orleans, and

is the only sensitive mood item, while "Tired" is highest at

Houston and lowest at New Orleans. At New Orleans, watchstanders

reported being anxious to become operational and were responsible

only for monitoring vessel movements, nothing further, The impli-

cation is that they were fidgety to commence operations rather

than tired due to the responsibility.

C.3 OPERATIONAL STRESS LEVELS

C.3.1 Subjects: Eleven watchstanders at the New Orleans VTS served

as subjects during breaks in their 12-hour shift. All watch-

standers were in their early twenties, had served in the U.S.

Coast Guard for a median of 4.9 years, and all but one had been

at the New Orleans Center from the time it became operational in

October 1977. Only two had participated in the pre-operational

survey.

C.3.2 Apparatus: The questionnaire was identical to that used in

the pre-operational survey, described previously,

C-3.3 Procedure: Watchstanders recruited for the critical incident

interviews (see Section II) were asked to participate in this

questionnairc survey of stress levels. For those watchstanders

consenting to participate, the procedure was the same as that used

in the pro-operational survey, described previously.
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C.3.4 Results.

Seven watchstanders completed and returned their packets of

16 questionnaires. Table C-6 presents' the results from the opera-

tional Now Orleans VTS ordered by the magnitude of the post-shift

median scores for those items whose post shift score exceeded a

rating of None, 0.85. Of the 19 somatic items, 8 items -- "Loss

of temper", "Headache'. "Aching or burning eyes", "Difficulty
staying awake",. "Bothered by noise", "Backache", "Stiffness", and

"Sweating" -- indicated appreciable stress. Responses to all of

the 11 mood items also indicated appreciable stress, The leading

mood item was "Tired" followed by "Drowsy".

The results for the most highly rated somatic and mood items,

"Loss of temper" and "Tired", are presented graphically in Figures

C-S and C-6, respectively, Each figure presents the 75th percen-

tile, median, and 25th percentile values for the four periods
during the shift in which the questionnaire was completed: before

going on duty (PREi), while on duty (DUR) , Just after going off

duty (POST) and after arriving home (iHOME), The numbers on the

vertical axis indicate the distance (in centimeters) along the

rating scale from None (0 to 0,85 cm) through Moderate (3.5 to

5.25 cm) to Severe (8.0 to 9.5 cm) at which watchstanders marked

each item. These items are typical in that every item exhibited

a worsening trend throughout the shift. The 75th and 25th per-

centile spread of ratings about the median is typical of the

spread in scores for other itoma.

Finally, Figures C-7 and C-8 show trends of the most sensi-

rive somatic and mood items over the four days. Both types of

items exhibited somewhat decreasing levels across the four shifts,

1The Operational New Orleans stess results are compared with

the original FAA survey in Table C-7 in rank order. The two rank-

Ings agree very well (Spearman rank-order correlation - 0.81,

p<O.OOl) lending support to the validity of the survey,

The results of the survey conducted at the Houston-Galveston

VTS are also presented in 'Fables C-7 and C-8 for the somatic and

mood indices, respectively, A comparison of the somatic
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TABLE C-6. MUDIAN STRESS SCORES, OPERATIONAL NEW ORLEANS VTS

SOMATIC INDEX

ITEM P RU IUR POST HOME

Loss of temper 0.40 1.49 1.96 0.93

Headache 0.62 1.31 1.95 1.60

Aching or burning eyes 0.77 1.23 1.77 1.06

Difficulty staying &wake 0.33 0.62 1.44 1,08

Bothered by noise 0.53 0.95 1.24 0.50

Backache 0.73 0.98 1.20 0.98

Stiffness 0.45 0,93 1.14 0.93

Sweating 0.50 0,86 0.93 05

SITired 0.72 1,43 3,04 1.69

Drowsy 0.55 1,04 2.74 1.81

on edge 0.94 2.00 2.38 1.03

Tense 1,16 1.87 2.24 0.61

Irritable 0.97 1.32 2.20 0.79

Unconfortable 0.79 1.60 1.94 0.68

Depressed 0.53 1.48 1.73 0.91

Worry 0.60 0,97 1.73 0.55

iidgety 1.11 1.48 1.66 0.69

=Upset 0.65 1.38 1.47 1.09

Anxious 0,77 1.04 1.07 0.521

Note 1: The stress scores indicate the distance (in centimeters)

along the scale from None (0.00 to 0.85 cm) through

moderate (3.50 to 5.25 cm) to Severe (8,0 to 9.5 cm).

Note 2: Only those items for which the POST Median score exceeded

0.85, None, are tabulated.

Note 3: Median: The middlemost rating; half the ratings fall

above the median, half below
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TABLE C-7. OPERATIONAL NEW ORLEANS VTS RESULTS COMPARED WITH
HOUSTON-GALVESTON AND FAA--SOMATIC

SOMATIC INDEX

.... o T Mat) N SC .... .. K

OPERATIONAL HOUSTON- 110USTON-ITEM NOLA VTS OAMVBTON VTS GA ALVESTON,,VT S

Loss of Tamper 1.96 1.06 7 4
Headache 1.95 0.9s 3 7
Aching eyes 1.77 2.39 .1 1
Difficulty staying awake 1.44 1.12 5 3
Bothered by noise 1.24 <.85 6 g 9

Stiffness 1,14 1.27 d 2
Sweating 0.93 4,85 8
Indigstlon 8is
Poor appetito SS 1.03 10 5

Nausea 14 18
Loose bowels 16 11
Twitching muscles 4.8S 0.98 9 6
Chest paino 13 13
til 22iness iS 10
Const ipation 11 12
Insomnia 18 16
Asthma 17 17
Breathing difficulty 12 14
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TABLE C'S. OPERATIONAL NEW ORLEANS VTS RESULTS COMPARED WITH
HOUSTON-GALVUSTON * 'OOD

MOOD INDEX

POST~J 9A SC qE RANK

OPHRATIONAL HOUSTON- tiOUSTON-GALVHSTON
ITEM NOLA VTS GALVE~STON VTS YTS

Tired 3.04 3.09 1
Drowsy 2.74 1.12 7
On edge 2.38 1.55 4

Tense 2.24 1.62 2
Irritable 2.20 1.46 S
Depmfresbed 1.73 0.90 11
Depmfrtbed 1.94 0.9011
Worry 1.73 ~ .S9
Fidgety 1.66 1.57 3
Upset 1.47 <.aBs 10
Anxious 1.07 1.35 6

..... .. ..... ....



questionnaire results from these two centers revealed: a) a similar

rank order or pattern of items for each center, and b) considerably

higher levels of stress reported at the New Orleans VTC than at

the Houston-Galveston VTC, Operational New Orleans, however, had

switched to a 12-hour shift. "Loss of temper" and "Headache" both

ranked higher at operational New Orleans than "Aching or burning

eyes" which ranked highest not only at Houston-Galveston but also

at Puget Sound. Of the remaining items exceeding rating of None,

watchatanders at New Orleans agreed well with those at Houston-

Gavelston in terms of the rank order of the somatic items (Spearman

rank-order correlation w 0.71 p<0.O01).

The level of stress reported at the operational New Orleans

VTS was considerably greater than that from the Houston-Galveston

VTS, On the two higher ranking New Orleans items, the median POST

shift response was 1.96 for "Loss of temper" compared to 1,06 and

1.95 for "Headache" compared to 0.95 at Houston-Galveston. "Dif-

ficulty staying awake", "Bothered by noise", and "Sweating" all

received higher ratings at New Orleans than at Houston-Galveston.

Only "Stiffness", "Poor appetite" and "Twitching muscles" rated

higher at Houston,

Comparison of the operational New Orleans and Houston-

Galveston results on the Mood index (Table C-8) again revealed:

a) a similar rank order or pattern of items for each center, and

b) considerably higher levels of stress reported at the New Orleans

VTS than at the Houston-Galveston VTS. "Tired" ranked highest at

both centers with "Drowsy" next at New Orleans but "Tense" next

at iHouston. Inspection of the two rankings in Table C-8 indicaites
that, in general, these two rankings are similar (Spearman rank-

order correlation m 0.49, p<0.OS), though not strongly so,

The magnitude or level of stress reported on the Mood index

at New Orleans was considerably greater than that from the Houston-

Galveston VTS, Except for the highest ranking item from both

centers, "Tired"; all items at New Orleans produced ratings often '4tmuch higher than at Houston. The magnitude for "Tired" was the

same for both centers.
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C.3.S Discussioni

This survey of stress responses among watchstanders conducted
during an operational period at the New Orleans VTS demonstrated

high levels of stress on both somatic and mood indices. There
was a worsening trend throughout the shift for all items. The

following somatic items ranked especially high: "Loss of temper",
"Headache", and "Aching or burning eyes", and the following mood

items ranked high: "Tired" and "Drowsy".

More importantly, scores on both these indices were consider-

ably greater in magnitude than those for Houston-alveston, an

operational VTC similar to New Orleans,

The rank ordering of scores from Now Orleans agreed with

those from both the FAA study and Houston.

Comparison of both the magnitude and rank order results indi-

cate that the operational conditions at New Orleans induce greater

stress than the operational conditions of either Houston or the

FAA, and that the stress is of a similar type.

C,4 COMPARISON OF PREOPERATIONAL AND OPERATIONAL STRESS RESPONSES

C,4.1 Introduction:

The two previous sections have presented and discussed the

results obtained from the New Orleans VTS during pre-operational

and operational conditions. This section compares these two sots

of results on the basis of levels and pattern of recorded stress.

C,4.2 Comparison:

The results based on the responses of five pre-operational
and seven operational watchstanders ordered by the magnitude of

the post-shift median scores are compared in Table C-9 for the
somatic and the mood items. Comparison reveals: a) a different

rank order or pattern of responses between the two conditions, and

b) considerably lower levels of stress reported for the pre-

operational condition.
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TABLE C-9. COMPARISON OF PREOPERATIONAL AND OPERATIONAL STRESS
RASPONSES OBTAINED AT THE NEW ORLEANS VTS

SOMATIC INDEX

POST MEDIAN SCORES RANK _ __

ITEM PRE OPERATIONAL PRE OPERATIONAL

Aching or burning eyes 1.03 1.77 1 3
Stiffness 0.77 1.14 2 6
Loose bowels 0.63 0.44 3 11
Insomnia 0.60 0.28 4 16
Headache 0.59 1.95 5 2
Diff. staying awake 0.2 1.44 6 4
Indigestion 0,52 1.76 7 8
Constipation 0.51 0,29 8 15
Distracted by noise 0.48 1.24 9 5
Twitching muscles 0.46 0.43 10 12
Sweating 0.42 0.93 11 7
Loss of temper 0.39 1.96 12 1
Nausea 0.38 0.54 13 10
Asthma 0.35 0.26 14 17
Chest pains 0.35 0,30 15 13
Breathing difficulty 0.34 0.25 16 18
Dizziness 0.33 0.29 17 14
Poor appetite 0.33 0.68 18 9
Nightmares 0.30 1.20

MOOD INDEX

POST MEDIAN SCORES RANK

ITEM PRE OPERATIONAL PRE OPERATIONAL

Fidgety 0.95 1.66 1 9
Irritable 0.75 2.20 2 5

Tense 0.67 2.24 3 4
Anxious 0.58 1.07 4 11
On edge 0,55 2.38 5 3
Uncomfortable 0.52 1.94 6 6
Worry 0,52 1.73 7 8
Depressed 0.43 1.73 8 7
Upset 0.43 1.47 9 10
Drowsy 0.42 2.74 10 2

0.35 3.04 11 1
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Comparison of the rank-orders of the somatic items shows

"Aching or burning eyes" to rank highest for the pro-operational

condition while "Loss of temper" ranks highest for the operational

condition, followed by "Headache" then "Aching or burning eyes."

In general, the two rankings do not agree (Spearman rank-order

correlation m 0.42, not significant).

In terms of magnitude only "Aching or burning eyes" showed

appreciable stress in the pro-operational condition, while eight

somatic items exceeded a rating of None for the operational con-
dition, This difference indicates considerably lower levels of

somatic stress for the pre-oporational condition,

Comparison of the rank-orders for the mood items shows

"Fidgoty" to rank highest for the pro-operational condition while

"Tired" then "Drowsy" load a list of eight mood items which rank

higher than "Fidgety" or the operational condition, In general,

the two rating.s do not agree (Spearman rank-order correlation *

-0,34, not significant),

In terms of magnitude, only "Fidgety", showed appreciable

stress in the pro-operational condition, while all 11 mood items

showed appreciable stress for the operational condition, Scores

on the 11 mood items were greater for the operational than the

pre-opertional mood items.

C.4.3 Discussion:

Although only , out of 12 pre-operational and 7 out of 11

operational watchstanders who received the forms participated and

the forms for the operational condition were returned very slowly,

the results are not unexpected. These results indicate:

A very low pro-operational stress level, lower than at

operational Houston-Galveston,
- A very high operational stress, higher than at operational

Houston-Galveston,
* A different pattorn of stress response for the high stress
operational condition than for the low stress pro-operational

condition.
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In essence, the pre-operational situation at New Orleans

generated very little stress and a pattern differing from opera-

tional Houston-Galveston or the FAA. The operational stress
levels were clearly higher, while being similar to operational

Houston-Galveston and the FAA, This increase in stress from pro-
operational to operational levels is probably due to the respon-

sibility of being fully operational and the change to a twelve

hour shift. However, the operational levels at New Orleans ex-

ceeded those at a similar VTS Houston-Galveston. Unlike the

Houston-Galveston VTS the New Orleans VTS lacks any form of posi-
tive surveillance. New Orleans watchstandors do not have radar

or television for definite location and continuation of vessel
positions and relative movements. Watchstanders glean such infor.-

motion by monitoring bridge-to-bridge and other radio communica-

tions activity in a voluntary system with an unknown level of
participation. This absence of accurate position information

leads to considerable uncertainty, This uncertainty underlies
the increased levels of stress obtained.

C.4.4 Recommendation:

Provide positive surveillance at the New Orleans VTS,
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C.5 CRITICAL INCIDENT INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED AT THE NEW ORLEANS
VTS CENTER ON 10-14 APRIL 1978

CS.1I ntroductiont

The elevated levels of stress reported by watchstanders in a

previous survey conducted in September, 1977, at the Houston-Gal-

veston VTS prompted a need to uncover the sources of these elevated
stress levels. In the Houston survey, watchstanders indicated

degree of stress from none through moderate to severe on a linear

scale for each of the 30 survey items describing physical and

emotional symptoms of stress. Watchstanders reported appreciable

stress on 7 of 19 somatic items (e.g., "tense", "worry"). The most

sensitive items were "aching or burning eyes" and "tiredness".

More Importantly, respondents to every item exhibited a worsening

trend throughout the watchstander's shift. These results are fully

reported in Reference 1.

The survey at Houston and the two additional surveys conducted

at New Orleans (see C.2-C.4) demonstrated elevated stress levels,

but their sources remain unknown. If known, these sources might

be relieved through changes in equipment, layout, or procedures,

However, these stress levels may also arise from such uncontrollable

sources as an individual's predisposition towards stress, or from

specific, unanticipated incidents, such as accidents.

One technique for determining the sources of these stresses is

to ask the watchstanders, using a structured interview method

developed by Flanagan (Reference 2) known as the critical incident

technique. This method has proved useful in finding causes of

accidents and near accidents. The technique involves identifying

a particular kind of incident and then obtaining details about the

incident itself and the events which led up to it. For example,

Pitts and Jones (Reference 3) used this technique to ask pilots to:

"Describe in detail an error in the operation of a cockpit control

(flight control, engine control, toggle switch, selector switch,

trim tab, etc.) which was made by yourself or by another person
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whom you were watching at the time." They uncovered several sys-

tematic errors: substitution errors, adjustment errors, forget-

ting errors, reversal errors, unintentional activation, and in-

ability to reach controls.

In the present study a structured interview was developed to

ask watchstanders to recall an incident in which they experienced

stress. The incident need not be of major proportions or obviously

stress-inducing like a collision, ramming, or grounding, but might,

for instance, only involve difficulties with a particular pilot.

Details about the incident are obtained in order to determine:

1) possible changes in equipment, layout, and procedures which

could reduce or eliminate these stresses; 2) individual differences

in stress responses; and 3) specific incidents which are stressful.

C.5.2 Subjects: Twelve watchstandors, one watch officer and two

watch supervisors (CPO's) participated in this interview, All had

participated in or had knowledge of the stress surveys conducted

in October 1977, and April 1978. Participants came from two dif.

ferent shifts. All watchstanders were in their early twenties,

had served in the U.S. Coast Guard for a median of 4.9 years, and

all but one had served in the New Orleans VTS from the time it

became operntional in October 1977. The one exception had just

completed training, The chiefs and supervisor were older and had

considerably more U.S. Coast Guard experience. Each had been

relieved briefly from duty to participate in this interview.

C.,3 Apparatus: Ench interview proceeded as outlined in the form

piosented as Table C-10. Each question required discussion by the

watchstander. Questions included general inquiries about stress

sources as well as requests for overall recommendations for changes

at the VTS and elaboration of specific incidents.

This interview is a revised version of that used at the Houston-

Galveston VTS in March, 1978. On the basis of data gathered at

that center, this interview emphasized certain topics. These

topics included suggestions for new equipment, descriptors of
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TABLE C-10. CRITICAL WATCHSTAND3R STRE~SS INCIDENTS STRUCTURED
INTERVIEW

Preface:

The survey administered at this Vessel Traffic Service Center
revealed the presence of stress. The purpose of this inter-
view is to uncover the sources of that stress and to assess

the form of thome stresses. Do you agree that there is stress
present at the VTS Center?

yes No

A. General:

1. Sources: Please indicate those sources of stress which in
your opinion exist at this VTS Center.

2. Changes: What changes do you suggest be implermnted to
reduce or eliminate these sources of stress?

Equipment:

New Equipment:

Layout:

Procedures:
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TABLE C-1O. (CONTINUED)

B. Descriptors:

1. Stress respondent: In comparison to others, rate your
response to stress on the following scale:

Much more than others Same as others Much less than
others

2. Stress response: Please describe those stress responses
which you usually experience?

3. Motivation for VTS duty: After this tour of duty expires,
what would motivate you to continue on as a watchstander

in the U.S. Coast Guard?

C. Incident:

Please describe a recent stressful incident occuring while

you were standing watch at the VTS ccnter. This incident

need not be of major proportions, only one in which you experi-

enced stress.

Description:

How recently did this event occur?
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TABLEI1 C - 1 (CONCLUtDIM)

What miade this s tressful incident?

What strotti sensations did you feel?

F~or how long Af'ter the Incident did you fool this way?

What Changes In tho cqulpmeiit , layout, or procedures would
you suggost to pr~ovent such ian incident from recurring?



I

watchstander's potential or predisposition for stress response
and type of stress response, and inquiries about the stressor and
the behavior, mood, and sensations experienced during critical
incidents.

C.S.4 Procedure: Interviews were conducted in the observation room

adjacent to tne operations room, where both the interviewer and
the respondent could remain comfortably seated and uninterrupted

for the 20-minute interview period. The interviewer began by
reintroducing himself to the watchatanders, and explaining that
since the previous survey had identified the presence of stress,

the purpose of the present interview was to uncover the sources
of that stress. If the watchstander agreed to participate, the

interview proceeded, All watchstandors approached in this way

agreed to participate, The interviewer then asked each question

from the invorview form in a conversational manner, rather than

merely reading the question aloud. The watchstander's responses
were recorded in writing on the form, and the interviewer often
probed for further details.

C.S.5 Results:

The nature and frequency of responses obtained from these
critical incident interviews are summarized in Table C-li. It was

Efound that the stress source reported by most watchstanders involved
the radio. Apparontly, listening to the voice transmissions plus

static on the radio is normally fatiguing, but becomes very stress-
hal during surges in traffic loads (more than three or four

marinars calling in at the same time). These surges produce a

situation in which one pilot or operator breaks in on another on

the radio channel, making communications very difficult. Purther
complications arise from the 1,8. Army Corps of Engineer's trans-
inittors at the locks, Vessels communicating with the locks some-

times overpower all other radio activity, Other sources of com-
munication problems are switching among transcievers in Sector

I and non-participant or abusive pilots and mariners.
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A second source of stress involves boredom, on the one hand,
and at the other, extreme high traffic loads (20 to 25 vessels)

and long hours. The third major source is interpersonal conflict
between the watchstander and supervisor or the watchstanders and

other watchstanders. An additional source of stress is the feel-
ings of inadequacy to perform a good job with the available equip-
ment and procedures.

The most frequent suggestions for new equipment revolved
around acquiring various types of surveillance equipment. Such
equipment would allow watchstanders to identify vessels, fix their

positions, and determine their speeds more easily. This equip-

ment would permit improved acquisition of this information while

reducing the need for radio usage. Other suggestions to reduce
or eliminate noise and clutter on the radio channel included the
use of filters and noise limiters.

The watchstanders suggested two ways to improve the present
equipment layout: 1) by positioning the communications console

at an angle to the computer display so that watchstanders could

reach it without moving their chairs, and 2) by centrally locating

tho supervisor's position so that watchstanders do not disturb

others while requesting his assistance.

Suggested changes in equipment to reduce or eliminate sources

of stress concerned the computer, the radio communications, and
the intercom between the watchstander and supervisor. Suggested
improvements in the computer system include those for the tabular

displays and those for the map. In addition to adding another
display area, a number of improvements to the present displays

were suggested. These are listed in Table C-11. From the discus-
sions about the map, it became apparent that the map should convey

more information about the river, destination points, and adjoining
sectors. Improvements suggested for radio communications involved

the reduction or elimination of interfering radio traffic. Sug-

gestions specific to each sector are presented in Table C-11.
Finally, the need for the intercom between supervisor and watch-

stander is questioned.
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The procedural change most desired by the watchstanders wou1u
be to alter the radio communications style making it more accep-
table to the mariners; this change would facilitate courteous
communications and might possibly increase participation. Several

other suggestions are listed in Table C-l1. Most notable are the

last two concerning rearrangements of Sector II boundaries, in
order to reduce radio interference.

Several suggestioni concerning personnel were offered (see

Table C-11., the most notable being a request for more watch-

standers to make shorter, 8-hour shifts possible,

Table C-11 contains a catagory entitled "Descriptors". These
two items were incorporated to find out how watchstanders actually

respond in general to stress. Prom Item 1, it appears that they
tend to respond "less than others". However, from Item 2, no

conclusive pattern of responses tends to emerge. These data are
reported for Information and for later comparison with other

centers.

Thirteen critical incidents are reported In Table C-I. (Only
watchstander incidents are reported since this is the position of

Interest), The critical incidents reported are interesting in

their variety and the explanations of why they are stressful,
There were, in essence, 13 different instances, but explanations
of what was stressful about the incident involved only three main
items: indefinite radio communications with the mariners, diffi-

.-ult coordination with the Captain of the Port's office, and
inability to find written information rapidly.

Finally, the closing question, "Do you have anything you wish
to add?", brought forth many responses. Those falling into the

catagories outlined in Table C-11 are included therein. The
several other responses are listed without comment in Table C-12.

These further responses can be described by four categories:

Comments about their Job, about their career, about specific
problems, and about other suggestions for improvements.
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C.S.6 Discussion:

No difficulties were encountered in conducting the interviews,
The watchstanders were familiar with the interviewer from two

previous visits to the New Orleans VTS. Watchstanders began
answering questions immediately and appeared confident of their
privacy. They also displayed an understanding of the need for
such an interview, often by requesting to participate. Watch-
standers did display some nervousness during the interview; how-
ever, this nervousness was probably due to the process of being
interviewed, not to the subject matter at hand.

This critical incident technique proved effective in eliciting
information unobtainable by the other data gathering methods
employed. The responses throughout the inverviews dealt with radio

communications, acquisition of surveillance equipment, and feelings
of inadequacy to perform the job. This last item was emphasized

greatly in response to the closing interview question, "Do you

have anything you wish to add?"

It appears that the absence of any positive surveillance
apparatus in the New Orleans VTS system necessitates increased

reliance on radio communications for information concerning the
whereabouts of the vessels. Watchstanders know their sole source
of information comes from the pilots and mariners who are often
inaccurate or, at best, casual about the information they give,

who are at times reluctant to participate, or who simply do not
participate. Watchstanders also encounter considerable difficul-

ties with the radio itself in terms of background noise and clutter,
non-VTS users, very powerful transmitters, and mariners' breaking
in. Consequently, there is considerable uncertainty about the
completeness and validity of the information, resulting in stress
for the watchstanders and feelings of inadequacy about doing the
job well. Stress levels should be reduced considerably by the
installation of positive surveillance equipment such as radar,

television and so on.

These results are based on 15 interviews taken from watch-
standers in two different day shifts. There are a total of 33
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operational personnel split into four 12-hour shifts at New Orleans.

The sample taken is considered representative of the operational

contingent at NOLA VTS.

C.S.7 Conclusions:

In general, the greatest stresses experienced by VTS watch-

standers at the New Orleans Center appear to be difficulties in
radio communication, a need for positive surveillance systems and

boredom 4lternnting with overload from high traffic loads or

surges. Their descriptions of stress indicate that most watch-

standors perceive themselves as responding less than other watch-

standers in stressful situations, but no consistent pattern of

responmes appears across individuals, The critical incidents also S

reveal no consistent pattern in stress sensations$ although most

subside quickly,

C.S.8 Recommendations:

1. tHquipment changes most strongly recommended were:

. Acquisition of positive surveillance equipment such as radar,

closed-circuit television, etc. .
. Installation of noise filters and noise limiters into the

rad t o
. Priovision or a second tabular display area for the computer

d p it y

". Radio communications should be reduced by:

- Rearranging sector boundaries
- Relocating radio transceiver antennas
. Assigning a different radio frequency to oach sector

- Removing non-VTS users from the radio channels.
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TABLE C-lI. RESULTS FROM NEW ORLEANS CRITICAL INCIDENT INTERVIEWS

A. Stressor Sources:

Frog,
Background noise and Non-VTS activity on the radio
channel (especially in Sector 3). S

More than three or four mariners calling in simul-

taneously. 3

Necessary switching between transceivers in Sector I. 3

Pilots and mariners not participating or abusive when
they do. 3

Boredom. 3

Traffic load exceeding 20 to 25 vessels, 2

Long hours (12 hour shift). 1

Difficulty with supervisors 4

Difficulty with other watchstanders. 1

Feeling inadequate to perform the job, 3

B. Changes suggested to reduce or eliminate stress sources:

1, Equipment

Computer Tables

Provide two tabular display areas on the computer dis-
play. 5

Add a function to display the vessels underway listing
in alphabetical order. 1

Add to a vessel's critical traffic summary those
vessels docked or anchored at his destination, I

Provide listings of standard vessel name and geo-
graphic location abbreviations accessed using
the PHM. I

Provide for more than 10 characters in the vessel
status display to reduce or eliminate abbreviations, I

Total exceeds 15 because most reported more than one stressor
source,
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EMI

Map

Provide a precise map of the river, 1
Display more destination points on the map. 1
Display a portion of the bordering sectors.
Radio Communications

Sector 1, Establish, one transceiver site per sectoreven if Sect~r boundaries must be charg ed.,

Section I1. Either provide another VTS channel or
remove other users. 7

Sectors It and IV. lither place on different fro-
quencies or reduce power to eliminate cross talk. 2

Intercom
I

Provide each watchatander with equipment to both *receive and transmit on all channels or 2

Install a better intercom between watchstanders and
supervisors.

2, New Equipment

Positive Surveillance

Closod circuit tolovimion 8
Radar
Patrol bout 3
Helicopter 2

Cover windows with Mylar sheets to replace drapes, 1

Radio Receiver I

Filter all frequencies below 300 liz. and above 3000 11z. 1

Install a fast responding automatic noise limiter cir-
cuit. I

Place depth indicatins buoys in river especially near
banks, I
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TABLE C-I. (Cont d)

Frog

3. Layout

Position communications console at an angle to the
computer display facilitating reach. 2

Place supervisor's position on a raised platform in
the middle of the watchstanders' posit ions. 2

4. Procedures

Chango radio communications procedures from strict
military to a more courteous interaction with the
public, 6

lliminate the long, disturbing procedure of requesting
the supervisor to permit radio transmissions on other
frequencies. 2

Space checkpoints more evenly. I

Make training more approprinte and effective. 1

Conduct brldge-tobridge communications so that
watchstanders know who is passing whom and where. 1

Ease the adjustment from day shift to night shift
hy having watchstanders repeatedly stand the same
watch.

Move Industrital Canal to Sector 2 (because of proximity
of radio antenna). 1

tixtend Sector 2 to the next bridge beyond H.P. Long, 1

Make an estimated advisory subject to revision when a
vessel calls in, to speed response.

S. Personnel

Mure watchatanders are needed, enough for an extra section,
so that O-hour shifts with reasonab I amounts of time
oft between shifts will become possible. 2

More recognition tor this Job is needed, 1

More appropriate ranks and rates for this job must be
determined. 1
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SrEroq.

Change from Coast Guard to Civil Service since the
military manner interferes with public acceptence. 1

C. Descriptors

1, Stress Responder, Self-Reported ("In comparison
with other watchstanders, how would you rate
your response to stress?").

Rating
Much more than others 1
More than others 4
Same as others 4
Less than others 3
Much less than others 3

2, Stress Response, Self Reported ("Please describe those
stress responses which you usually experience.").

. Behavioral Mood SomaticJ
Response Response Response

Hyperactive 2 Mad/angry - 3 Growing uneasiness - 2
Talks louder 2 Short tempered - 2 Tension headaches 2
Yells 1 Controlled - 2 Anxious - 2
Shouts 1 Irritable - 1 Feels adrenlin flow - 2
Curses 1 Intolerant of Hyped-up - 1
Argues 1 errors - 1 Shook-up - 1
Porgets more 1 "Clutching out" -1 Nervous - 1

Frustrated -1 Shaking - 1
Apprehensive - 1 Tight -I
Uneasiness 1 Wound-up 1

Tense 1
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TABLE C-11 (Cont'd)

D, Incidents

Ingidgnt sLt S0rnpt ona

Had a had day. Pelt picked on, Mild anger 3 hours

Il11hwy bridge broke Inability to Pelt like waLking 2 hours
.down> backed up got through to out, telling them
rdi traffic, tied up vessel% on radio. off, i!!:.radio

Sector 31 Trying to Confusing situ$. Angor 2-3 minutes
give a traffic summary tion because did
when the lock operator not know how much
broke in. mariner had received-
Sector 4: Two talking Unable to communi- Angry, 20 minutes ILI
who will neither get cAtte,
off or lot us break in

sector 2 Pirst day High traffic load Tenseness 2 hours
on with 38 vessels coupled with being ceal, dejection,
calling in, ,Just closely watched, anger A
after Center's
opening

Ship dragging anchor C onsequences to PrUstrated, after a night'sin to0ggy weather other traffic not rested, sleep
striking several # uncertainty
others. Notified CI3TPI about ictions of

the COTP office.

Two vessels requesting (lotting backed up Nervous Quite a while
information at the as all vesels'
same time, two await. information must
Ing entry, one supply be entered into
hoat, and one other computer

Vessel called in No Idea what Mod, angry, 10.15 minutes
stating he was at a vessel it was. upset,

certain point, how-
ever, there was no
idea who he was.
Tug sank killing 3, Lastt porson in Angry because S minutes

contact with teIt her pilots nor A
them, rescue informed him

so that he might
have done something
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TABLE C-il. (Cont,'d)

0. Incident$ (Cont'd)
Incident stressor Sensatio

hi Ls tt -10
Middleman between Does not like being Uneasiness During most oftow and a ship. Ship caught between 12hr. shift.broke tow, Neithe r two users.
prticipants. Ten
hralater tow calls

to identify ship for
legal purposes

System went off the Count not find Elxcited and 3 minutes
air manual describing concerned,

steps to bring it
up,

Sector 21 contained Uable to let in- Frustrated, 2-3 minutes19 vessels when locks formation to butterfly's inopndat 17301 four mariners stomach.
etered from Indus-

trial and three from
Harvey Locks. Two
vMessels away from
pli.Requested and[I obtaind aid.
sector 3 contained Very high number Tenseness in I hour33 vessels. Worked of ve$Ssels, shoulders, back
solid for 3 hours of neck, very

___________________ _________________ tiuht. ____________
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TABIL C-12. GENERAL COMMENTS FROM NEW ORLEANS WATCiHSTANDERS

4,, Comments:

About their job:

Total simulation makes it all unreal,
Watchstanders are limited in what they can say by the
information they have.

Absence of any positive surveillance produces doubt and
uncertainty.

Would like more accurate information so that they are not
operating in a vacuum.

No feedback ns to how well watchstanders tire doing as
individuals, sections are evaluated on tht basis of the
percent of participants.

Sometimes leave out information to clear radio channel
quickly.

About, their career:

Recognition for this job is not high,

Job is not perceived as challenging or meaningful,

Does not believe system is useful.

Problem with distribution of ranks and rates; watch officers
and chiefs do the same job,
Desiros sea duty, no career advancement at the VTS center
sinco there is no VTS rating.

On specific problemi

One reported documented hearing loss.

Another claims headaches resulting from headphone pressure,

A third is taking medication for undiagnosed headaches.

Other suggostions for improvement:

Establish emergency procedures.

Rules aru not well established, creating doubt and uncertainty
of action.

Make advisories cover ferries.
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